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The Black Eyed Peas are the first contemporary
artists since Janet Jackson to perform at the
Super Bowl. See a review of their album on
Pulse on PAGE 8
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State reforms
leave faculty with
less pay, benefits
By Hi-.itlii'i Lindoi
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TEER CLEAR

"Faculty are going to

Ednor in Chrtl

www.bgviews.com

have to work longer,
Full-time University employees may
soon l«' facing decreased pay and
retirement benefits.
Ohio slate legislators are reviewing
pension reforms proposed Tuesday
by the slate's five public-retirement funds - the State Teachers
Retirement System. Ohio Public
l-mployccsKclirenicntSystem,School
Employees Retirement System. Ohio
Police and lire Pension 1-und and the
1 lighway Patrol Retirement System.
The funds pay out to pensions for
Ohio public employees, and theS IRS
funds pay out to teachers, including 72 percent of BliSI) instructors, according to data provided
by University Payroll Accounting
Manager Larry Smith.
Ohio legislators ate calling for proposed changes to all five lunds, citing
economic factors, such as revenue
decline from sluggish financial markets, and demographic factors, such
as members living longer.
SIRS pension changes proposed
to legislators include setting a minimum retirement age of tit) years
and increasing mandatory member contributions by 3 percent over
three years, according to plans
drawn up by SIRS.

receive less benefits."
[)dvi« 1 ;

.lr/ Association

Though retirement is far off for
many instructors, the increased
member contributions will result in
less take-home pay as soon as changes arc enacted.
"It's pretty simple what they're
proposing," said David lackson.
president of the University Faculty
Association. "Faculty are going to
have to work longer, pay more and in
the end receive less benefits."
The future strainon paychecks will
also be a consideration for the newlyformed faculty union.
"The Faculty Association, when we
begin negotiations for our contracts,
will have to take into account these
added costs for faculty," lackson
said. "I don't want this to force our
hand, but it is certainly a factor we
have to take into account when bargaining for salaries. This obviously
complicated things."
See PENSION
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WINTER WEATHER DRIVING TIPS

pay more and...

He was allegedly listening to music on a portable device.

Bowling Green resident
struck by train

The male was not at a railroad crossing,
according to the Bowling Green Fire Division.

A 21 year old male was struck by a CSX
tram at approximately 4 p.m. on the railroad
tracks near Reed Street

The male was transported with non-life
threatening injuries to the Wood County
Hospital by the lire division.

■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Avotd driving while you're fatigued. Getting the proper
amount of rest before taking on winter weather tasks reduces
dnvtng risks.
Never warm up a vehicle in an enclosed area, such as a garage.
Make certain your tires are properly inflated.
Never mix radial tires with other tire types.
Keep your gas tank at least half full to avoid gas line fret .
If possible, avoid using your parking brake in cold, rainy and
snowy weather.
Do not use cruise control when driving on any slippery surface
(wet. ice. sand).
Always look and steer where you want to go.
Use your seat belt every time you get into your vehicle.

Information from A A As website, www aaapublicaffairs.com.

*

Drivers need to take precautionary measures
when heading out in winter months
By Dan Lamia
Reporter

Duringthe winter months,
it is especially important to prepare cars for
driving and stay informed on
how to handle certain driving
situations.
"The biggest thing really is to
slow down. Give yourself more
space and lime to leave," said
Tim lames, a sergeant with the
University's police department.
lames also suggests keeping
a winter kit in your automobile

in case of an emergency. Even
the simplest items can be a large
help, he said.
"Keep a blanket, flashlight,
candle, emergency sign of
some kind that can hang on
the window and a small shovel,"
lames said.
Junior Lindsay Lance knows
the importance of keeping various supplies on hand.
"My car broke down one winSee DRIVING | Page 2
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According to police, trie male was struck by
a southbound train while crossing the tracks

AFRICANA DANCE

Additional cost for more
credit hours on campus
By Alex Aspacher

If a student is granted permission In take credit hours in excess
of the University's maximum of
IK. there is an additional charge.
tuition for 2010-11 is $9,704, or
$4,852 per semester, according
to the University's website. I his
is ;\ rial rate for any full time student registered for 12-18 credit
hours pet semester.
There is an additional S200
fee per credit hour over 1H. said
Marissa Swihart. a University bursar representative.
Although Kent Stale. Ohio
University and other state universities have different amounts of
credit hours that define lull-time.

Reporter

EKONICH

CULTURAL DANCE: caquinda Butler gets in to the rhythm of the dance at Thursday's Afncana Dance Troi

le Black Student Union

Students looking to accelerate
their education have the option to
take more than the University's
maximum of IB credit hours per
semester with approval from Iheir
individual college.
"University policy puts the maximum at 18 credits per semester,'
said Matt Webb, director of student and academic services in the
College of Education and Human
Development. "Bach college can
override the limit for students on a
case-by-case basis."
Colleges usually consider cumulative grade point average to determine whether someone is a "strong
student" before approving an
expanded course load. Webb said.

See HOURS I Page 2
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Foreigners attacked in Egypt

Unpaid internships add debt

Falcons look for balance

Government supporters attack

Columnist Chad Aver/ voices his opinion

The BG gymnastics team put its focus on the bal-

journalists, human lights activists with

on unpaid internships and how they only

ance beam this week for its meet with Kent State.

sticks and fists Thursday, and violence

help your resume and not your pocked

The Falcons will host the Golden Flashes at 2 p.m.

spreads beyond Tahiir Square | Pag* 5

coming out of college | Page 4

Sunday in Anderson Arena | Pag* 6
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What is the best part about Friday?

J|

SHAKARI LIGE
M«kilc CWdhood Education

„ "No Friday classes." | Page 4
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BLOTTER
WED.. FEB. 2
1A.M.
Jonathon C ready, of Toledo, was
cited for possession of marijuana
at East Fraternity Row.
Jordan Rios. of Toledo, was cited
for possession of marijuana at
East Fraternity Row.

4:58 A.M.
Dominick Musisca. of
Uniontown. Ohio, was cited
for underage under the influence and criminal mischief at
McDonald E.iM

11:20 P.M.
Milton T. Hoffman. 24. of
Bowling Green, cited for possession of marijuana within the 700
block of E Napoleon Road

11:36 P.M.
Hunter Phillips, of Chagnn Falls.
Ohio, was cited for two counts
of possession of paraphernalia at
Kreischer Darrow

Matthew Hernandez, of Hudson.
Ohio, was cited for possession
of marijuana and possession of
drug paraphernalia at Kreischer
Darrow.

THUR.. FEB. 3
228 A.M.
Kenneth P. Zarecki. 22. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
operating a vehicle impaired
within the 100 block of E Court
St.

k

ONLINE: Go to boviewscom for the
complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you thml. an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-572-6966.

CALLING ALL
CARTOONISTS
COLUMNISTS
voice- your opinions? The Forum
iking for more people like you to write
columns and illustrate for us.

call us at 419-372-6966

ywv

Saturday, February 5, 2011
TIME: 7pm
TICKETS $5

Financial reports leave room for board members to exclude expenses paid by corporations
COLUMBUS. Ohio (API—An also wouldn't need to be list- members would be hired and directors doesn't include
apparent loophole in legisla- ed in limited financial dis- fired by him under a yet-to- travel, food and lodging
tion creating Ohio Gov, John closure statements JobsOhio be-determined arrangement — only sources of income
Kasich's new semi-private job- employees and directors with the Ohio Department of and gifts over $500. She told
commissioners the bill also
creation board could allow would be required to file. Development
panel members to take job- Kasich would still have to
The legislation approved is unclear on where those
seeking trips paid for by cor- report his expenses.
was approved by the statements would be filed
porations without having to
When alerted to the loop- Republican-led Ohio House and whether they would be
report them to the public.
hole by The Associated this week, over Democrats' confidential. There are also
The bill establishing Press. Kasich acknowledged objections, and heads now to no penalties in the bill for
lobsOhio requires that only it was a mistake.
the Ohio Senate.
failing to file the forms or
It exempts Kasich. a reporting false information.
actual expenditures" on
"That's an oversight. We'll
"I would say that I have a
travel, meals or lodging be fix it in the Senate," said his Republican, and public
reported. That phrasing spokesman, Rob Nichols. employees he designates to concern about the appearcould exclude plane rides, That's not what we intended." handle JobsOhio business ance of these exemptions
dinners and hotel rooms
The loophole is only the lat- from state conflict-of-inter- — without casting any asperthat companies may offer to est accountability concern to est and revolving-door laws, sions on the motives of the
Kasich's economic develop- arise for nonprofit JobsOhio. as well as lifting all limits people who wanted the
ment team as they seek to l'he Ohio Ethics Commission on gifts of entertainment exemptions," Chairman Ben
bring Jobs to Ohio.
held a special daylong meet- and travel that are restricted Rose said during a break in
Another provision in ing Thursday to review the because they have the poten- the meeting. He said the nonthe 50-page bill requires a legislation, which contains tial to unduly influence gov- political, bipartisan commission expects to pull together
quarterly report of JobsOhio broad exemptions from pub- ernment officials.
activities to include expens- lic records, open meetings,
Jennifer I lardin, the Ethics thoughts and recommendaes "the (JobsOhio) corpora- ethics, and collective bar- Commission's chief advisory tions after Thursday's meettion paid or incurred," but gaining laws.
attorney, told commission- ing to present to the Senate.
leaves out expenses paid by
Thenine-member JobsOhio ers Thursday the type of He said the bill moved too
corporations.
board would be chaired by financial disclosure required quickly through the 1 louse for
The entertainment costs Kasich and its remaining eight of JobsOhio employees and the commission to weigh in.

DRIVING
From Page 1
ter. Luckily 1 had a blanket to
keep me warm until helped
showed up," I .ante said.
James also suggested drivers check their tires every
winter. If they get worn down,
they will lose traction and
sliding is more likely to occur.
"You don't want to be driving
around without good tread.

Have a trusted mechanic or
dealer look at the tires and
make sure the ware patterns
and tread are good, and that
they don't need to be rotated,"
James said.
In dangerous driving situations, it is important to
stay calm.
"Don't panic and don't
slam on the breaks. If you
have anti-lock brakes, apply
even pressure. If you don't,
sometimes pumping the

brakes helps," said James.
The most common accident
during the winter months are
rear end collisions.
"People have to remember how to drive in the
winter," lames said.
If students have to be on
the roads during harsh conditions, there are multiple
services that can pick up and
drop off from campus and
around the city.
"Taxi companies are avail-

> 1^ HOURS

TUESDAY
FEBRUARY 8TH
11:30am-1:00pm
Bowen-Thompson
Student Union 228

taking eight or nine classes
she said. "It can be a lot to
From Page 1
handle at once."
Most students who seek to
most have similar policies take extra hours only go up to
on requiring permission and 19 or 20. Webb said.
additional fees for students
"Once in a while, someone
who exceed the limits, accord- wants to take 21 or 22 |creding to thi-ii websites.
its|." Webb said Hut that can
doing
above
the be very difficult."
University's 18-credit maxiWhether students want to
mum is challenging, said take extra classes because
Emily Dicner. a junior major- of a graduation requirement
ing in music education.
or to make up lor academic"Even thoughlin the College problems, they should conof Musical Arts] lots of class- tact their college's advising
es count lor only an hour or office to discuss the matter.
two, it builds up when you're Webb said.

PENSION
From Page 1
ItutChiell luman Resources

Officer Rebecca Ferguson said

Brought to you by BGSU Dining, Department ot Recreation and Wellness, Student Health Services, Counseling
Center, Dietetics Program, Medical Mutual ol Ohio, Impact Solutions, Kinesiology Club, and WellAware

125 Clay
131 Clay

Newlove Rentals
332 S Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

320 Elm

www.newloverentals.com

S

able here in town. If it's after
6 p.m. weekdays, campus
escorts arc also available,"
James said.
Brad Zwyer. a sophomore, makes the commute
to campus three days a week
and recalls seeing various
accidents due to hazardous
weather this year.
"If I didn't have four wheel
drive, it'd be a real struggk'.
I've used it a lot this winter,"
Zwver said.
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pension changes are necessary to keep the system providing for retirees. And pension reform has happened in
the past, she said, though not
as dramatically.
"I don't want to be in some
of our states doing much
bigger overhauls because
pension properties in those
states are close to bankruptcy," she said.
Pension changes will likely
affect all full-time instructors
and not just the ones who pay
into Silts plans.
Upon accepting employment, instructors choose
from either an SIRS plan
or an alternative retirement
plan. Though the proposed
legislative changes are for the
SIRS plans alone. Ferguson
said alternative plans would
likely adjust to keep retirement benefits comparable

across the board.
House Bill 69 was introducedtotheHousellcalthand
Aging Committee Wednesday,
said Randy Gardner, the 6th
District Ohio Representative.
Ultimately, pension changes
will be made, but they may
not look exactly like those
originally proposed, he said.
"The introduced bill is only
a starting point by what STRS
proposed," he said. "And
that's what this bill is, but the
sponsor admitted that's not
what he's for."
Bill 69's sponsor, Rep. Lynn
Wachtmann of Napoleon,
Ohio, would like to have the
final legislation sent to the
governor's desk by July 1,
Gardner said.
As debate over this contested issue is likely, Gardner
said he will be meeting with
retirees and active members
to best represent the desires
of Ohio public teachers.
"Our pension systems
should be an Ohio strength,"
(iardner said. "We should
maintain the systems to every
extent we can."

• One bedroom
• Close to downtown

NATION
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Feds to Oakland: Pot farms would break US law
US Attorney warns Oakland officials that large marijuana farms could cause a crackdown on growers, backers
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
The top federal prosecutor
in Northern California has
warned Oakland officials
that large-scale marijuana
farms licensed by the city
would violate U.S. law and
could lead to a crackdown on
growers and their backers.
The warning in a letter
from U.S. Attorney Melinda
Haag offered the first clear
signal that the Justice
Department would not tol-

erate even city-sanctioned
growingoperations, despite
the Obama administration's hands-off approach
to states that have legalized
medical marijuana.
"The department is concerned about the Oakland
ordinance's creation of a
licensing scheme that permits large-scale industrial
marijuana cultivation and
manufacturing as it authorizes conduct contrary to

federal law," Haag wrote
in the letter to Oakland
City Attorney |ohn Russo
dated Tuesday.
Russo spokesman Alex
Katz declined to comment
on Haag's letter but said
Russo was planning to draft
amendments to Oakland's
medical marijuana regulations to address cultivation
issues. Those would likely be
brought before the council in
the next few weeks, he said.

The Oakland City Council
had asked Russo to seek guidance from federal authorities, even as the council in
December put the application process for growers'
licenses on hold following a
warning from the Alameda
County district attorney that
the city's ordinance also
likely violated state law.
In July, Oakland became
the first city in the country
to authorize the licensing

of marijuana cultivation
operations. Until Haag's
letter, federal law enforcement officials had kept
quiet about what might
happen if the city actually
went through with its plan.
Haag's letter acknowledges an October 2009
Justice Department memo
instructing federal prosecutors to avoid going after
patients complying with
state laws regarding the

medical use of marijuana.
Since then, California has
seen a drop in raids on medical marijuana dispensaries
compared with the Bush
administration years.
Hut Haag wrote that
her office will vigorously
enforce federal anti-drug
laws against illegal manufacturing and distribution
of marijuana, "even if such
activities are permitted
under state law."
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"The biggest thing really is to slow down. Give yourself more space and time to leave.
- Tim James. University police sargeant. on driving safely in winter weather [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What is the best part about Friday?
"TGIF."

"You don't have to
deal with classes
till Monday and
the start ol a good

"Getting to a

"Getting ready

relaxful weekend

to party on the

and hanging out

weekend."

BUI TUNY GREEN.

HOLLY LOVEY,
Freshman.
English

Freshman.
Communication
Disorders

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The

with friends."

break"

k

RODERICK

LAUREN MCCARTNE
Senior.
Exercise Science

Street? Or a suggestion for

BARTLETT.

a guestion' Give us your

Sophomore.
Middle Childhood
Education

feedback at bgviews.com

Egyptians protest for human rights

Unpaid internships look good on
resumes, not in bank accounts

Demonstrations in Cairo show determination through sacrifice to
secure better lives for themselves and future generations

back I read on CNN's website
that it is becoming more and
more common for college
graduates to get internships,
as opposed to real jobs, after
they graduate. One girl they
l'lie prospect of graduat- interviewed had such rotten
ion ihis May is exciting to luck with job searching that
ma The prospect of getting she had been doing internout of the same Northwest ships for five years. Woah.
One would figure, though,
Ohio area that I've lived in
for the past 22 years feels that those were not unpaid
like I'm Indiana Jones and internships, or she would've
I'm almost in reach of the either been homeless or in
I loly Grail. I his all being the even more debt than the
case, you know I am scan- average college kid already
ning the interwebs for jobs is in — and those are where
on the daily, and applying to the real scams are. Unpaid
everything from minimum internships are a slap in the
wage janitor jobs to President face to people that need to
of the United States.
start digging out of debt right
I mean, who really has the when they graduate.
Unpaid internships are
chance to be picky in this
economic climate, right? like meeting a girl's mother
Ideally though. I would love and father for the first time
to have two years of post- and saying how old her
graduate internships, in mom looks and telling her
four different spots. That father that you're about to
would be so grand.
keep his daughter out for
That was what I wanted way too long, Even jobs that
four months ago before I offer college credit, which is
actually started looking the majority of them that I've
into the internship world, seen, don't even attempt to
lour months later, 1 have to provide helpful solution for
hi'honest with you, 1 think a the three plus months you'll
lot of it is an absolute scam. he working for them .it) to It)
We're not talking you get- hours a week without pay.
tinga few quarters less than
The situation that is preyou were supposed to by the sented through unpaid
half-blind lady at the gro- internships is a tragic one.
i ery store type scam.
unfolding in a few different
We're talking Iixxon, those ways. First, kids that are
games at county fairs, the already in debt are like "Well,
pi in1 gouges at Bowling what's another couple thou(ireen State University, those sand thai I'll have to owe to
romantic movies where a whomever"? The increasbeautiful girl falls for an ugly ingly rare student populadude type scam. A while tion that will not be in debt

after they graduate probably
give it no thought — "Well,
I'm not in debt yet, and 1
don't plan to start now."
Neither of these situations
are by any means conducive
to a truly positive outcome.
However, these companies
know that internships look
amazing on resumes, and
they know that it won't be
hard to find kids desperate
enough for that resume gold
to go digging for nothing. To
me, it's a disgusting way to
lake obvious advantage of
someone's life situation.
I wish I had a semi-witty
analogy as to how we as
students facing the crappy
economy can get around or
even fix this roadblock, but
I don't. The best solution I
have, which I don't even
think is that good, is that
we don't even bother with
unpaid internships.
We could write letters
to them telling them how
unfair they are and how
we're already thousands and
thousands of dollars in debt
and how they're just trying
to do a number on us. We
could march on Washington
and make per iple sign papers
to protest it. Would any of
that actually work? I Ionestly,
probably not. There will
always be people to fill those
unpaid spots, getting that
resume gold, and then gettinga better job than you and
I — and that is honest truth.

have also heard reports
of "jihad" being shouted
by some protestors, which
A man bleeding profusely all too often means somefrom his head staggered in a thing entirely different
Cairo street the other night. from a struggle within
As he passed a CNN camera- oneself to do what is good.
man he declared defiantly,
Rut there is something
"We will die for our freedom." more than simply some
1 have been doing my best people wanting theocracy
to follow the protest in Egypt or being upset with low job
this week. 1 have seen a lot numbers. It is a rebellion by a
of images that have been people that have been treated
seared into my memory. I with contempt and cruelty by
do not think that 1 will soon a tyrannical regime.
forget the thrown rocks that
These are people that are
fell from the sky as rain or foregoingtheirownsafetyand
the men on horse and camel well being to secure liberty,
back beating people with democracy and human rights
whips and bats.
for themselves and their chilA lot has already been said dren. I know that those words
about the reasons for the pro- are thrown around a lot in
test. Reporters and pundits our politics, and at times they
have described the crowds seem to ring hollow. But to
as simply mobs that think the anti-regime protestor in
exclusively with their stom- Kgypl they still ring as holy.
achs and protest over little
With all the sound and
more than high food prices fury of the past week
and low wages. There has also one could easily be overbeen talk that the real base of whelmed, hut it is important
the movement is composed to remind oneself of the real
of fanatical Muslims that human struggle for freedom
aim to create an oppressive in this fog of protest.
Islamic caliphate.
As for me, the words, "We
Of course the scourge of will die for our freedom."
poverty is one of the motiva- emulating from the lips of
tors of the protest. The global the injured Egyptian made
recession has not been kind the whole thing more conto the Egyptian people.
crete to me.
It must also be admitIt was a sort of eureka
ted that there are some moment that reminded me of
extremist Muslims in the something 1 have read from
crowd. I have seen foot- the late columnist George
age of the ligyptian presi- Orwell on his encounter with
dent "defaced" by the Star a freedom fighter during the
of David and decried as Spanish Civil War.
a puppet of "the lews." I
Orwell wrote that upon
ByMatruwDayoli
Columnist

Respond to Chad at

Aenews9tpieuit.com

meeting the man "... the
complex side-issues of the
war seem to fade away and I
see clearly that there was at
any rate no doubt as to who
was in the right. In spite of
power politics and journalistic lying, the central issue
of the war was the attempt
of people like this to win the
decent life which they knew
to be their birthright."
But why should we care
about a purely Egyptian
circumstance? We should
care because, as Albert
Camus reminds us, the rebel,
through his rebellion against
tyranny, does more than say
"no" to the tyrant.
Through his actions he
asserts the value and dignity
of each human person. The
Egyptian rebel's righteous
anger may have been forged
out of local conditions, but
his cry and stance is a declaration and defense of truly
universal human rights.
In light of this we should
care as they have taken up the
torch of humanity's march
towards freedom. We may
never get to the Promised
Land, and the Egyptian
revolt may be put down.
Rut we owe our gratitude to
those people in the streets of
Egypt who have taken upon
themselves the struggle for
the liberation of mankind,
so that we now stand even
closer to that ideal.

Respond to Malheiv at
thenews@bgnews.com

Appearances should not determine level of professionalism
People use tattoos and piercings as forms of self-expression and should not be judged as 'trashy,' 'unfriendly'
Christine Olding
The Flyer New.
The Univeristy of Dayton
College News Network

Professionalism.
Professional
dress.
Professional language. We've
all heard what it is to be professional, but what does it
really mean?
As a senior, I have to think
about how to present myself
in the workforce. As a person,
I also have to think of ways
to express myself. Can these

two things go hand in hand?
In my opinion, yes.
Those of you who do not
know me — which I would
assume is the majority
— don't know what I really
look like.
Sure, you see the picture
of me above my column and
notice that I have glasses
and medium length hair.
What many of you don't
know is I have a nose ring
and three tattoos.
To me, these are ways that

I express my personality.
I lowever, many work places
view those things as unprofessional. I sometimes get
offended when I hear comments such as, "People who
have facial piercings and tattoos appear to be unfriendly
or even trashy."
I view myself as neither of
those things. I feel that people
should not be judged by their
outer appearance, but rather
by how they interact with others. Though I could easily hide

my tattoos and take out my
nose ring, if I do not have the
proper skills to professionally
interact with someone, I still
wouldn't be professional.
I feel that in today's society,
(he work place puts too much
emphasis on a person's outward appearance by judging
them too quickly based on
what they look like instead of
on their actual qualifications
or professional interactions.
The same goes for customers as well. People, without

even interacting with me or business in the long run.
someone like me, already
Instead, I go in the interhave a judgment on what view confident with abilities
type of person I am.
and hope that the employer
By 2011, I would have can look past my exterior and
thought that employers and truly view me for me. I know
society in general would have that sounds rather trite, but
gained a more open perspec- take a look in the mirror, and
tive for what makes a person ask yourself if you would cut
professional. In job interviews, your hair for a job, or even
I do not take out my nose ring change your features if they
or cover the noticeable tattoo were viewed by some as
I have on my wrist because I "unfriendly" or "trashy."
don't feel that hiding my true
Professionalism needs a
self will benefit me or the makeover in 2011, not us.
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■ E-mail us at thenewscBbgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419 572-6966.

FIND OUT WHAT BGYIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
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WORLD BRIEFS
Foreign powers
praise Haiti
election decision
PORT-AU-PRINCE. Haiti
(AP)- Haiti's decision to eliminate the government-backed
candidate from a presidential
runoff won praise from
foreign powers Thursday,
and the U.S. and others signaled they would agree with
President Rene Preval staying in office for a few months
past the end of his term
The move ended a weeklong standoff with international donors. U.S. Secretary of
State Hillary Rodham Clinton
had made a last-minute visit
in the midst of the Egypt
crisis to reiterate personally
to Preval that Washington
supported the Organization
of American States recommendation that ruling-party
candidate Jude Celestin be
dropped from the ballot.
The early morning
announcement that first-place
candidate Mirlande Manigat
will face popular singer
Michel "Sweet Micky Martelly
prompted cheers of relief in
the surrounding suburbs of the
capital, where residents had
feared a repeat of pro-Martelly
riots in December after preliminary results showed Celestin
as the No. 2 vote-getter.

MILLER
From Page 8
local Black Swamp Arts
Festival.
"I've been told you can
never call yourself an 'artist,'
but I've dabbled in the arts my
entire life," he said sarcastically. "I've always had a pencil
in my hand."
Miller added rap to his
artistic repertoire roughly
five ycats ago. He entered
the genre, in part, upon the
encouragement of friend and
fellow rapper, 25-year-old
lames lx'gg, when the two
played around making beats
together on a Playstation.
According to Legg, who had
already possessed an appreciation for nip music, the style
was of little Interest to Miller
at the time.
"He was definitely not into
rap," he said. "He despised it."
As experimentation continued, Miller's appreciation for
the music grew and the two
started tolakethemselves seriously. Legg said he watched
Miller's abilities develop and
llourish in short time.
"The biggest difference
between then and now is
his simplicity then, to his
complexity now" he said.
"The way he flows, his lyrics
-everything."
Miller's quick acclimation
to hip-hop, Legg said, can
be credited to the intrinsic artistic qualities he has
always possessed.
"Mark is probably the most
creative person 1 know, period," he said. "As an artist he's
just a natural; every form,
everything he does."
Miller's rap persona has
come in a variety of names
over the years - he personally
cited at least H - as he st r uggled
with a self-described "identity
crisis" that he said has become
a bit of a joke among those
who know him. His popular
song"Rapper-X" shedslight on
this indecision in syncopatic
verses over a melancholy, Tim
Burton-esque rhythm driven
by a whining and wheezing
accordion. The song's hook
runs down the many names
he has formed from different facets of his personality
over the years, and concludes
with the line: "No I don't know
Mark Miller."
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Police chief,
guards killed in
Mexican border
city

Jordan's king
acknowledges
reforms have
stumbled

CIUDAD VICTORIA.
Mexico (AP) - Gunmen killed
a retired army general who
took over a month ago as
police chief of the violencewracked Mexican border city of
Nuevo Laredo, the government
of northern Tamaulipas state
said Thursday. Two of his bodyguards also were slain and two
suffered wounds.

AMMAN. Jordan (AP)
- Jordan's King Abdullah II on
Thursday acknowledged that
reforms in the country have
"slowed and stumbled." and urged
to the nation's Muslim opposition
to work with the new government
to give the people a greater say
in politics

City Public Safety chief
Manuel Farfan was attacked
late Wednesday, the office
of Tamaulipas state Interior
Secretary Morelos Canseco
said in a statement. It did not
indicate who was suspected.
Nuevo Laredo, across the
border from Laredo. Texas, has
been the scene of bloody druggang turf battles.
Farfan had received telephone threats since taking over
as the citys top public safety
official Jan. I.
One of the two dead bodyguards was also a retired army
officer. Military officers have
been recruited in many northern Mexico cities to reform and
discipline weak or corrupt local
police forces.
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The appeal comes a day
after the powerful Muslim
Brotherhood rejected an
offer from the country's newly
appointed prime minister to
join his Cabinet, saying the new
premier is the wrong person to
introduce reforms.
The Royal Palace said in a
statement that Abdullah, who is
under growing public pressure to
give Jordanians a greater voice
in public life in the wake of the
upheaval in Tunisia and Egypt,
told leaders of the Brolheihood
and other Islamist groups that
he wanted "everyone to work
together to achieve needed
progress in the political reform
process and increase the citizens
participation in decision-making."

Afghan detainee
dies after exercise
at Guantanamo

Tens of thousands
march against
Yemen's president

SAN JUAN. Puerto Rico (AP)
- A 48-year-old Afghan prisoner
at Guantanamo Bay collapsed
and died, apparently from
natural causes, after exercising
inside the jail, the U.S. military
said Thursday.

SANAA. Yemen (AP)-Tens
of thousands of protesters
Thursday staged unprecedented
demonstrations against Yemen's
autocratic president, a key U S
ally in battling Islamic militants,
as unrest inspired by uprisings in
Egypt and Tunisia spread further
in the Arab worid.

Awal Gul fell in the shower
Tuesday night after working out
on an elliptical machine in Camp
6, a communal section of the
Guantanamo reserved lor wellbehaved prisoners, said military
spokesman Army Col Scott
Malcom. The prisoner was taken
to the base hospital, where he
later died.
Authorities planned to send
his remains back to Afghanistan.
Gul is the seventh prisoner
to die at the detention center
since January 2002. when the
U.S. began using the American
Navy base in southeastern Cuba
to hold captured detainees suspected of links to al-Qaida or the
Taliban. Five other deaths were
declared suicides Another was
from colon cancer.

The West is particularly concerned about instability in Yemen,
home of the terrorist network
al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula.
US counterterrorismofficials
are worried that Yemeni security
forces will be more focused on
protecting the government,
allowing al-Qaida to take advantage of any diminished scrutiny
President All Abdullah Saleh.
in office for more than three
decades, announced Wednesday
he would not seek re-election in
2013 and would not seek to pass
power to his son. Saleh's pledge
was seen as an attempt to defuse
growing calls for his ouster
Opposition groups said they
are suspicious of Saleh's offer,
however, and want concrete proposals for change

Algeria's
1992 state of
emergency to be
lifted
ALGIERS. Algeria-Algeria
will lift the state of emergency
that has been in effect since 1992
in the "very near future." the
country's president was quoted
as saying Thursday.
Even so. demonstrations still
won't be allowed in the capital
of Algiers. President Abdelaziz
Bouteflika said, according to
state media
The government has insisted
the state of emergency was
a necessary tool in the fight
against terrorism, but critics
charge that recently it has been
used to muzzle the political
opposition by banning marches.
The state of emergency was
declared as Algeria spiraled into
a civil war between Islamists and
government forces, a year's long
battle that killed up to 200.000
people. Violence has tapered off
and attacks by militants are now
only sporadic
The state APS news
agency said Bouteflika made the
announcement during a Cabinet
meeting Thursday, where he
charged the government with
finding an alternative method to
combat extremism.
- Aomai Ouali (AP)

"Yeah. I definitely don't,"
Miller said of the chorus' last
line. That's basically what
the song is about: my identity
crisis ... I've had a thousand
names and I'll probably continue to fight with it for a thousand more."
Of all the masks Miller
has worn throughout his
development, two have had
the endurance to maintain.
While performing with Legg
in their two-man rap group
"Outspoken," he raps under
the name Markilla, and the
tone of his writing is shaped
for the style they employ.
Markilla's alter ego, Marktron,
however, is the name by
which most of his fans choose
to identify him.
Despite its popularity.
Marktron originally started
as a gimmick Miller used for
a backyard concert during
the summer of 2008 to add a
greater aesthetic appeal to his
set than that offered by one
man rapping, one man spinning. Using visualaids leftover
from a backburner video project he had intended to shoot,
Miller threw on a cardboard
robot suit for the show while
his DI dressed as an amplifier
constructed of like material.
A cardboard cilyscape was
placed around them, furthering the setting. Fans loved the
theme, Miller said, and soon
started designing and building their own hot suits to wear
to shows, eventually becoming numerous enough to be
worthy of notice.
"Marktron was not supposed to be my rap name,"
he admitted, laughing.
"Over time it's just turned
into a monster I had nothing
to do with."
Whether he intended its
birth or not, the Marktron visage quickly became his foremost appeal. He decided to
embrace the following and
applied his knack for the visual arts to creating more costumes for these "go-go bots,"
as he calls them, and started
distributing them to those
who wanted to wear them to
his shows. 1 le could not deny
the effect it was having on his
performances.
"I have a lot of friends
who would never dance, you
could never get them out of
the house," he said. "But as

843 Sixth St.
320 Elm St.

soon as you'd slap a cardboard
robot helmet on their head
they'd go wild and dance their
asses off all night ... People
really enjoy it and it really gets
everyone involved."
University student l.indsey
lohnson, junior, has seen
Marktron perform twice:
once tit Howards and once at
a house party over the summer. She described his music
as "very original" and "Innovative," and said hi-, on stage
set designs and Interactive gogo hot dancers can enhance
the experience for audience
members. She personally
donned the go-go get up for
the house party show she
attended and said she greatly
enjoyed playing role in other
people's experience.
"It was super fun. you can
really involve the audience
with what you're doing," she
said. "You just get to kind of
creep aroundandget everyone
to dance along - it's sweet."
Tonight's show carries
a $5 cover and will begin at
It) p.m.. In addition to the
Marktron show, there will be
performances from various
other local rappers as well,
Legg included. Roughly 10-15
go-go bots will be in attendance, interacting with the
crowd during Miller's set, and
the video shoot will be a blend
of scripted, on-stage theatrics
and hashed video clips from
cameras interspersed with
the crowd.
Miller said he is not yet
certain which song the
video will be applied to, but
that despite the popularity of "Rapper-X," he is leaning toward his upbeat, space
invasion-themed "Marskilla,"
for its compatibility with the
videographic approach he has
planned. Though not fully
put into motion, Miller mentioned his want to expand
the Marktron persona into
something more like a play
that relies heavily on audience
participation, set design and
choreography, all working in
harmony with the subject and
tone of the hip-hop above it.
"I really like the idea that
those who are there for
the show, are the show."
he said. "For me, the show
wouldn't really be a show
without the audience participating with me."

Gangs attack foreigners in
Egypt's growing mayhem
Journalists, human rights activists beaten, detained in Cairo
testers who want the presi- ago. Few uniformed police
dent to quit now rather than have been seen around the
The Associate f Press
serve out his term, as he has city in that time, and protestvowed to do.
ers say many of them have
CAIRO
Menacing gangs
Mubarak, 82, told ABC stripped off their uniforms
backing President llosni television in an interview and mixed in with the gangs
Mubarakat tacked journalists that he was fed up and wants of marauding thugs.
and human rights activists to resign. But he said he can't
"When there are demonThursday in an ugly turn for fear the country would strations of this size, there
in Egypt's crisis as govern- sink into chaos. He said he will be foreigners who come
ment opponents pushed was very unhappy about the and take advantage and they
supporters out of Cairo's two days of clashes in central have an agenda to raise the
energy of the protesters," Vice
main square in a second Tahrir Square.
day of battles. Organizers
"I do not want to sec President Omar Suleiman
called lot protesters trying Fgyptians fighting each said on stale television.
Pro-government mobs
to topple the regime to till other," he was quoted
beat foreign journalists with
every square in the huge as saying.
The violence that had sticks and fists Thursday.
capital on Friday.
The new vice president, been concentrated in Tahrir The Committee to Protect
widely considered the first spread around the city of 18 Journalists said 24 reporters
successor Mubarak has ever million with a new wave of were detained in 24 hours,
including representatives of
designated, fueled anti-for- arson and looting.
Soldiers, mainly protect- The Washington Post and
eign sentiment by going on
state television and blam- ing government buildings The New York Times, on the
ing outsiders for fomenting and important institutions, streets outside Tahrir Square.
unrest. The government remained passive as they Twenty-one journalists were
has accused media outlets have since replacing police assaulted, including two
of being sympathetic to pro- on the streets almost a week with Fox News.
By Maggie Michael

GAME
From Page 8
character who could possibly emerge as
a star this season Tee Tee is usually the
character to provide us with comedic
relief when Malik gets himself into situations, however, this season we see Tee
Tee stepping up and out on his own
Tee Tee has become a businessman, in
the form of a elite ken -on- wheels truck
The added maturity that has been seen

ANIME
From Page 8
years. She has also been
a part of the BC-SU Game
and Anime Music F.nsemble
(GAME) that performs
annually at ()hayocon.
Vendors tour conventions
across the country and look to
the attendants as their main
source of income.
"Ninety-five percent of our
income conies from the people willing to support us at
animecons," said Kit Weeks,

in last few episodes is one thing that
producers are doing correctly.
Tasha Mack, portrayed by Wendy
Raquel Robinson, is a character
that we has stayed consistent and
quite frankly I m overjoyed Her
loud obnoxious personality is one
character that brings forth comedy
Her continued care for her son Malik.
while he spirals cf out control, is
reminiscent of previous seasons
The show is a change from its normal
comedic drama and this will take some

gelling used to Producers want fans
to see the serious undertakings that
professional athletes go through
The show seems to be lacing some
problems with too drama packed into
short episodes A thirty-minute episode
is turned into a 13-1S minute episode
with commercials every two minutes.
Hopefully BET will be able to keep the
show on pace with its previous seasons
If not we can atways count on reruns to
keep us entertained 'The Game" airs
Tuesdays at 10 p m

owner of Neko-jin Designs.
According to Weeks, vendors
have to create products that
are customizable, sell worldwide and create a visciously
loyal fanbase.
The convention creates a
rather friendly environment,
according to security guard
lim King. In his six years as a
guard during the convention,
he has never seen a physical
confrontation break out and
the biggest problem he faces
is escalator safety.
"|My job] is making sure
they're having fun without

messing around too badly,"
said King.
According to Weeks,
"geeks" and "nerds" aren't
the only people who visit
these conventions.
"It's definitely not for basement dwellers anymore."
For anyone interested in
attending an Animecon and
for those who do not wait
another year for Ohayocon,
visit Animarathon at the
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union on March 26. Sameday registration is free and
pre-registration is $2.

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
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"The biggest thing really is to slow down. Give yourself more space and time to leave.
- Tim James, University police sargeant, on driving safely in winter weather [see story, pg. 1].
Fhday. February 4.2011 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET What is the best part about Friday?
T6IF"

"You don't have to
deal with classes
till Monday and
the start of a good
break"
BRITTANY WEEN,
Freshman.
Communication
Disorders

HOU.YIOVEV,
Freshman.
English

The prospect of graduating this May is exciting to
me. The prospect of getting
out of the same Northwest
Ohio area that I've lived in
for the past 22 years feels
like I'm Indiana lones and
I'm almost in reach of the
I lory (irail. This all being the
case, you know I am scanning the interwebs for jobs
on the daily, and applying to
everything from minimum
wage janitor jobs to President
of the United States.
I mean, who really has the
chance to be picky in this
economic climate, right?
Ideally though, I would love
to have two years of postgraduate internships, in
four different spots. That
would be so grand.
That was what I wanted
four months ago before I
actually started looking
into the internship world,
lour months later, I have to
.be honest with you. I think a
lot of it is an absolute scam.
We're not talking you gettinga few quarters less than
you were supposed to by the
half-blind lady at the grocery store type scam.
We're talking Exxon, those
games at county fairs, the
price gouges at Bowling
(ireen State University, those
romantic movies where a
beautiful girl falls for an ugly
dude type scam. A while

"Getting ready

relaxful weekend

to party on the

and hanging out

weekend."

^

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own tale on
todays People On The

with friends"

RODERICK

LAUREN MCCARTNI
Senior,
Exercise Science

BARRETT.
Sophonwe.
Middle Childhood
Education

Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgwewstom.

Egyptians protest for human rights

Unpaid internships look good on
resumes, not in bank accounts
back I read on CNN's website
that it is becoming more and
more common for college
graduates to get internships,
as opposed to real jobs, after
they graduate. One girl they
interviewed had such rotten
luck with job searching that
she had been doing internships for five years. Woah.
One would figure, though,
that those were not unpaid
internships, or she would've
either been homeless or in
even more debt than the
average college kid already
is in — and those are where
the real scams are. Unpaid
internships are a slap in the
face to people that need to
start digging out of debt right
when they graduate.
Unpaid internships are
like meeting a girl's mother
and father for the first time
and saying how old her
mom looks and telling her
father that you're about to
keep his daughter out for
way too long. liven jobs that
offer college credit, which is
the majority of them that I've
seen, don't even attempt to
provide helpful solution for
the three plus months you'll
be working for them 30 to 40
hours a week without pay.
The situation that is presented through unpaid
internships is a tragic one,
unfolding in a few different
ways. First, kids that are
already in debt are like "Well,
what's another couple thousand that I'll have to owe to
whomever"? The increasingly rare student population that will not be in debt

"Getting to a

Demonstrations in Cairo show determination through sacrifice to
secure better lives for themselves and future generations

after they graduate probably
give it no thought — "Well,
I'm not in debt yet, and I
don't plan to start now."
Neither of these situations
are by any means conducive
to a truly positive outcome.
However, these companies
know that internships look
amazing on resumes, and
they know that it won't be
hard to find kids desperate
enough for that resume gold
to go digging for nothing To
me, it's a disgusting way to
take obvious advantage of
someone's life situation.
I wish I had a semi-witty
analogy as to how we as
students facing the crappy
economy can get around or
even fix this roadblock, but
I don't. The best solution I
have, which I don't even
think is that good, is that
we don't even bother with
unpaid internships.
We could write letters
to them telling them how
unfair they are and how
we're already thousands and
thousands of dollars in debt
and how they're just trying
to do a number on us. We
could march on Washington
and make people sign papers
to protest it. Would any of
that actually work? I lonestly,
probably not. There will
always be people to fill those
unpaid spots, getting that
resume gold, and then getting a better job than you and
I—and that is honest truth.

Respond to Chail at
lheiiews@bgnews.com

ByM»tll«wD..vnli
Columnist

A man bleeding profusely
from his head staggered in a
Cairo street the other night.
As he passed a CNN cameraman he declared defiantly,
"We will die for our freedom."
I have been doing my best
to follow the protest in Egypt
this week. 1 have seen a lot
of images that have been
seared into my memory. I
do not think that I will soon
forget the thrown rocks that
fell from the sky as rain or
the men on horse and camel
back beating people with
whips and bats.
A lot has already been said
about the reasons for the protest. Reporters and pundits
have described the crowds
as simply mobs that think
exclusively with their stomachs and protest over little
more than high food prices
and low wages. There has also
been talk that the real base of
the movement is composed
of fanatical Muslims that
aim to create an oppressive
Islamic caliphate.
Of course the scourge of
poverty is one of the motivators of the protest. The global
recession has not been kind
to the Egyptian people.
It must also be admitted that there are some
extremist Muslims in the
crowd. I have seen footage of the Egyptian president "defaced" by the Star
of David and decried as
a puppet of "the Jews." I

have also heard reports meeting the man "... the
of "jihad" being shouted complex side-issues of the
by some protestors, which war seem to fade away and 1
all too often means some- see clearly that there was at
thing entirely different any rate no doubt as to who
from a struggle within was in the right. In spite of
oneself to do what is good. power politics and journalBut there is something istic lying, the central issue
more than simply some of the war was the attempt
people wanting theocracy of people like this to win the
or being upset with low job decent life which they knew
numbers. It is a rebellion by a to be their birthright."
But why should we care
people that have been treated
with contempt and cruelty by about a purely Egyptian
circumstance? We should
a tyrannical regime.
These are people that are care because, as Albert
foregoing their own safety and Camus reminds us, the rebel,
well being to secure liberty, through his rebellion against
democracy and human rights tyranny, does more than say
for themselves and their chil- "no" to the tyrant.
Through his actions he
dren. I know that those words
are thrown around a lot in asserts the value and dignity
our politics, and at times they of each human person. The
seem to ring hollow. But to Egyptian rebel's righteous
the anti-regime protestor in anger may have been forged
Egypt they still ring as holy.
out of local conditions, but
With all the sound and his cry and stance is a decfury of the past week laration and defense of truly
one could easily be over- universal human rights.
whelmed, but it is important
In light of this we should
to remind oneself of the real care as they have taken up the
human struggle for freedom torch of humanity's march
in this fog of protest.
towards freedom. We may
As for me, the words, "We never get to the Promised
will die for our freedom," Land, and the Egyptian
emulating from the lips of revolt may be put down.
the injured Egyptian made But we owe our gratitude to
the whole thing more con- those people in the streets of
crete to me.
Egypt who have taken upon
It was a sort of eureka themselves the struggle for
moment that reminded me of the liberation of mankind,
something I have read from so that we now stand even
the late columnist George closer to that ideal.
Orwell on his encounter with
a freedom fighter during the
Spanish Civil War.
Respond to Malhew at
Orwell wrote that upon
thenews@bgnews.com

Appearances should not determine level of professionalism
People use tattoos and piercings as forms of self-expression and should not be judged as 'trashy,' 'unfriendly'
Chriiliiw Olding
Ttw Flyer Naws
Th« Univcristy of Dayton

College News Network
Professionalism.
Professional
dress.
Professional language. We've
all heard what it is to be professional, but what does it
really mean?
As a senior, I have to think
about how to present myself
in the workforce. As a person,
I also have to think of ways
to express myself. Can these

two things go hand in hand?
In my opinion, yes.
Those of you who do not
know me — which I would
assume is the majority
— don't know what I really
look like.
Sure, you see the picture
of me above my column and
notice that I have glasses
and medium length hair.
What many of you don't
know is I have a nose ring
and three tattoos.
To me, these are ways that

I express my personality.
However, many work places
view those things as unprofessional. I sometimes get
offended when 1 hear comments such as, "People who
have facial piercings and tattoos appear to be unfriendly
or even trashy."
I view myself as neither of
those things. I feel that people
should not be judged by their
outer appearance, but rather
by how they interact with others. Though I could easily hide

my tattoos and take out my
nose ring if I do not have the
proper skills to professionally
interact with someone, I still
wouldn't be professional.
I feel that in today's society,
the work place puts too much
emphasis on a person's outward appearance by judging
them too quickly based on
what they look like instead of
on their actual qualifications
or professional interactions.
The same goes for customers as well. People, without

even interacting with me or business in the long run.
someone like me, already
Instead. I go in the interhave a judgment on what view confident with abilities
type of person I am.
and hope that the employer
By 2011, I would have can look past my exterior and
thought that employers and truly view me for me. I know
society in general would have that sounds rather trite, but
gained a more open perspec- take a look in the mirror, and
tive for what makes a person ask yourself if you would cut
professional. In job interviews, your hair for a job, or even
I do not take out my nose ring change your features if they
or cover the noticeable tattoo were viewed by some as
I have on my wrist because I "unfriendly" or "trashy."
don't feel that hiding my true
Professionalism needs a
self will benefit me or the makeover in 2011, not us.
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■ Orop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
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Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page
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WORLD BRIEFS
Foreign powers
praise Haiti
election decision
PORT-AU-PRINCE. Haiti
(AP)- Haiti's decision to eliminate the government-backed
candidate from a presidential
runoff won praise from
foreign powers Thursday,
and the US and others signaled they would agree with
President Rene Preval staying in office for a few months
past the end of his term.
The move ended a weeklong standoff with international donors. U.S. Secretary of
State Hillary Rodham Clinton
had made a last-minute visit
in the midst of the Egypt
crisis to reiterate personally
to Preval that Washington

Police chief,
guards killed in
Mexican border
city
CIUOAD VICTORIA,
Mexico (AP) - Gunmen killed

mendation that ruling-party
candidate Jude Celestin be
dropped from the ballot.
The early morning
announcement that first-place
candidate Mirlande Manigat
will face popular singer
Michel "Sweet Micky* Martelly

WIRE
SOURCES

Jordan's king
acknowledges
reforms have
stumbled
AMMAN. Jordan (AP)
- Jordan's King Abdullah II on
Thursday acknowledged that

took over a month ago as

reforms in the country have
"slowed and stumbled" and urged

wracked Mexican border city of

to the nation's Muslim opposition

Nuevo Laredo, the government

to work with the new government

of northern Tamaulipas state

to give the people a greater say

said Thursday. Two of his body-

in politics.

guards also were slain and two
suffered wounds
City Public Safety chief
Manuel Farfan was attacked

after the powerful Muslim
Brotherhood rejected an
offer from the country's newly
appointed prime minister to

of Tamaulipas state Interior

join his Cabinet, saying the new

Secretary Morelos Canseco

premier is the wrong person to

said in a statement It did not

introduce reforms

indicate who was suspected.

Afghan detainee
dies after exercise
at Guantanamo
SAN JUAN. Puerto Rko(AP)
- A 48-year-old Afghan prisoner

The Royal Palace said in a

Tens of thousands
march against
Yemen's president
SANAA. Yemen (AP)-Tens
Thursday staged unprecedented

and died, apparently from

demonstrations against Yemen's

natural causes, after exercising

autocratic president, a key US

inside the jail, the U.S. military

ally in battling Islamic militants,

said Thursday.

as unrest inspired by uprisings in

Awal Gul fell in the shower
Tuesday night aftei working out

Algeria's
1992 state of
emergency to be
lifted

of thousands of protesters

at Guantanamo Bay collapsed

on an elliptical machine in Camp

The appeal comes a day

late Wednesday, the office

supported the Organization
of American States recom-
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a retired army general who
police chief of the violence-
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ALGIERS, Algeria-Algeria
will lift the state of emergency
that has been in effect since 1992
in the "very near future," the
country's president was quoted
as saying Thursday

Egypt and Tunisia spread further
Even so. demonstrations still

in the Arab world.

won't be allowed in the capital
The West is particularly con-

of Algiers. President Abdelaziz

6. a communal section of the

cerned about instability in Yemen.

Guantanamo reserved for well-

home of the terrorist network

behaved prisoners, said military

al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula.

spokesman Army Col. Scott

U.S. counterterrorism officials

Malcom. The prisoner was taken

are worried that Yemeni security

to the base hospital, where he

forces will be more focused on

later died.

protecting the government,

Authorities planned to send

allowing al-Qaida to take advan-

his remains back to Afghanistan.

tage of any diminished scrutiny.

Gul is the seventh prisoner

state media.
The government has insisted
the state of emergency was
a necessary tool in the fight
against terronsm. but critics
charge that recently it has been
used to muzzle the political
opposition by banning marches

President Ali Abdullah Saleh.

Nuevo Laredo, across the

statement that Abdullah, who is

border from Laredo, Texas, has

under growing public pressure to

to die at the detention center

in office for more than three

give Jordanians a greater voice

since January 2002. when the

decades, announced Wednesday

declared as Algeria spiraled into

been the scene of bloody drug-

in public life in the wake of the

US began using the Amencan

he would not seek re-election in

a civil war between Islamists and

gang turf battles.

upheaval in Tunisia and Egypt,

Navy base in southeastern Cuba

2013 and would not seek to pass

told leaders of the Brotherhood

to hold captured detainees sus-

power to his son. Saleh's pledge

and other Islamist groups that

was seen as an attempt to defuse

as the city's top public safety

pected of links to al-Qaida or the

official Jan. I,

he wanted "everyone to work

Taliban. Five other deaths were

growing calls for his ouster.

Farfan had received telephone threats since taking over

One of the two dead body-

together to achieve needed

declared suicides. Another was

progress in the political reform

from colon cancer.

The state of emergency was

government forces, a year's long
battle that killed up to 200.000
people. Violence has tapered off
and attacks by militants are now
only sporadic

Opposition groups said they
The state APS news

are suspicious of Saleh's offer,

prompted cheers of relief in

guards was also a retired army

the surrounding suburbs of the

officer. Military officers have

capital, where residents had

been recruited in many north-

meeting Thursday, where he

feared a repeat of pro-Martelly

ern Mexico cities to reform and

charged the government with

riots in December after prelim-

discipline weak or corrupt local

finding an alternative method to

inary results showed Celestin

police forces.

combat extremism.

process and increase the citizens

however, and want concrete pro-

participation in decision-making"

posals for change

agency said Bouteflika made the
announcement during a Cabinet

as the No 2 vote-getter.

MILLER
From Page 8
local Black Swamp Arts
Festival.
"I've been told you can
never caLl yourself an 'artist,'
but I've dabbled in the arts my
entire life," he said sarcastically. "I've always had a pencil
in my hand."
Miller added rap to his
artistic repertoire roughly
five years ago. He entered
the genre, in part, upon the
encouragement of friend and
fellow rapper, 25-year-old
lames Legg, when the two
played around making beats
together on a Playstation.
According to Legg, who had
already possessed an appreciation for rap music, the style
was of little interest to Miller
at the time.
"He was definitely not into
rap," he said. "I le despised it."
As experimentation continued, Miller's appreciation for
the music grew and the two
startedtotakethemselves seriously. Legg said he watched
Miller's abilities develop and
flourish in short time.
"The biggest difference
between then and now is
his simplicity then, to his
complexity now" he said.
"The way he flows, his lyrics
- everything."
Miller's quick acclimation
to hip-hop, Legg said, can
be credited to the intrinsic artistic qualities he has
always possessed.
"Mark is probably the most
creative person 1 know, period," he said. "As an artist he's
just a natural; every form,
everything he does."
Miller's rap persona has
come in a variety of names
over the years - he personally
cited at Ieast8-as he struggled
with a self-described "identity
crisis" that he said has become
a bit of a joke among those
who know him. His popular
song" Rapper-X" sheds light on
this indecision in syncopatic
verses over a melancholy, Tim
Burton-esque rhythm driven
by a whining and wheezing
accordion. The song's hook
runs down the many names
he has formed from different facets of his personality
over the years, and concludes
with the line: "No 1 don't know
MarkMUIer."

-Aomar0uali(AP)

"Yeah, I definitely don't,"
Miller said of the chorus' last
line. "That's basically what
the song is about: my identity
crisis ... I've had a thousand
names and I'll probably continue to fight with it for a thousand more."
Of all the masks Miller
has worn throughout his
development, two have had
the endurance to maintain.
While performing with Legg
in their two-man rap group
"Outspoken," he raps under
the name Markilla, and the
tone of his writing is shaped
for the style they employ.
Markilla's alter ego, Marktron,
however, is the name by
which most of his fans choose
to identify him.
Despite its popularity,
Marktron originally started
as a gimmick Miller used for
a backyard concert during
the summer of 2008 to add a
greater aesthetic appeal to his
set than that offered by one
man rapping, one man spinning. Usingvisualaids leftover
from a backburner video project he had intended to shoot,
Miller threw on a cardboard
robot suit for the show while
his DJ dressed as an amplifier
constructed of like material.
A cardboard cityscape was
placed around them, furthering the setting. Fans loved the
theme, Miller said, and soon
started designing and building their own hot suits to wear
to shows, eventually becoming numerous enough to be
worthy of notice.
"Marktron was not supposed to be my rap name,"
he admitted, laughing.
"Over time it's just turned
into a monster I had nothing
to do with."
Whether he intended its
birth or not, the Marktron visage quickly became his foremost appeal. He decided to
embrace the following and
applied his knack for the visual arts to creating more costumes for these "go-go bots,"
as he calls them, and started
distributing them to those
who wanted to wear them to
his shows. He could not deny
the effect it was having on his
performances.
"I have a lot of friends
who would never dance, you
could never get them out of
the house," he said. "But as

843 Sixth St.
320 Elm St.
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Bouteflika said, according to

soon as you'd slap a cardboard
robot helmet on their head
they'd go wild and dance their
asses off all night ... People
really enjoy it and it really gets
everyone involved."
University student Lindsey
Johnson, junior, has seen
Marktron perform twice:
once at Howards and once at
a house party over the summer. She described his music
as "very original" and "innovative," and said his on-stage
set designs and interactive gogo bot dancers can enhance
the experience for audience
members. She personally
donned the go-go get up for
the house parly show she
attended and said she greatly
enjoyed playing role in other
people's experience.
"It was super fun, you can
really involve the audience
with what you're doing." she
said. "You just get to kind of
creep aroundandget everyone
to dance along - it's sweet."
Tonight's show carries
a $5 cover and will begin at
10 p.m.. In addition to the
Marktron show, (here will be
performances from various
other local rappers as well,
I.egg included. Roughly 10-15
go-go bots will be in attendance, interacting with the
crowd during Miller's set. and
the video shoot will be a blend
of scripted, on-stage theatrics
and hashed video clips from
cameras interspersed with
the crowd.
Miller said he is not yet
certain which song the
video will be applied to, but
that despite the popularity of "Rapper-X" he is leaning toward his upbeat, space
invasion-themed "Marskilla,"
for its compatibility with the
videographic approach he has
planned. Though not fully
put into motion, Miller mentioned his want to expand
the Marktron persona into
something more like a play
that relies heavily on audience
participation, set design and
choreography, all working in
harmony with the subject and
tone of the hip-hop above it.
"I really like the idea that
those who are there for
the show, arc the show."
he said. "For me, the show
wouldn't really be a show
without the audience participating with me."

Gangs attack foreigners in
Egypt's growing mayhem
Journalists, human rights activists beaten, detained in Cairo
testers who want the president to quit now rather than
The Associated Press
serve out his term, as he has
vowed to do.
CAIRO — Menacing gangs
Mubarak, 82. told ABC
backing President Hosni television in an interview
Mubarakattackedjoumalists that he was fed up and wants
and human rights activists to resign. But he said he can't
Thursday in an ugly turn for fear the country would
in Egypt's crisis as govern- sink into chaos. He said he
ment opponents pushed was very unhappy about the
supporters out of Cairo's two days of clashes in central
main square in a second Tahrir Square.
day of battles. Organizers
"I do not want to see
called for protesters trying Egyptians fighting each
to topple the regime to fill other," he was quoted
every square in the huge as saying.
capital on Friday.
The violence that had
The new vice president, been concentrated in Tahrir
widely considered the first spread around the city of 18
successor Mubarak has ever million with a new wave of
designated, fueled anti-for- arson and looting.
eign sentiment by going on
Soldiers, mainly protectstate television and blam- ing government buildings
ing outsiders for fomenting and important institutions,
unrest. The government remained passive as they
has accused media outlets have since replacing police
of being sympathetic to pro- on the streets almost a week
By Maggie Michael

GAME
From Page 8

in last few episodes is one thing that

ago. Few uniformed police
have been seen around the
city in that time, and protesters say many of them have
stripped off their uniforms
and mixed in with the gangs
of marauding thugs.
"When there are demonstrations of this size, there
will be foreigners who come
and take advantage and they
have an agenda to raise the
energy of the protesters," Vice
President Omar Suleiman
said on state television.
Pro-government mobs
beat foreign journalists with
sticks and fists Thursday.
The Committee to Protect
Journalists said 24 reporters
were detained in 24 hours,
including representatives of
The Washington Post and
The New York Times, on the
streets outside Tahrir Square.
Twenty-one journalists were
assaulted, including two
with Fox News.

getting used to Producers want fans

producers are doing correctly.

to see the serious undertakings that

Tasha Mack, portrayed by Wendy

professional athletes go through

Raguel Robinson, is a character

The show seems to be facing some

character who could possibly emerge as

that we has stayed consistent and

problems with too drama packed into

a star this season Tee Tee is usually the
character to provide us with comedic

quite frankly I'm overjoyed. Her

short episodes A thirty-minute episode

loud obnoxious personality is one

is turned into a 15-15 minute episode

relief when Malik gets himself Into situ-

character that brings forth comedy.

ations, however, this season we see Tee

Her continued care for her son Malik,

with commercials every two minutes.
Hopefully BET will be able to keep the

Tee stepping up and out on his own

while he spirals of out control, is

show on pace with its previous seasons.

Tee Tee has become a businessman, in

reminiscent of previous seasons.

If not we can always count on reruns to

the form of a chic ken -on -wheels truck.

The show is a change from its normal

keep us entertained The Game" airs

The added maturity that has been seen

comedic drama and this will take some

Tuesdays at 10 p.m.

ANIME

owner of Neko-jin Designs.
According to Weeks, vendors
have to create products that
are customizable, sell worldwide and create a visciousry
loyal fanbase.
The convention creates a
rather friendly environment,
according to security guard
Jim King. In his six years as a
guard during the convention,
he has never seen a physical
confrontation break out and
the biggest problem he faces
is escalator safety.
"|My job] is making sure
they're having fun without

messing around too badfy,"
said King
According to Weeks,
"geeks" and "nerds" aren't
the only people who visit
these conventions.
"It's definitely not for basement dwellers anymore."
For anyone interested in
attending an Animecon and
for those who do not wait
another year for Ohayocon,
visit Animarathon at the
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union on March 26. Sameday registration is free and
pre-rt-gist rat ion is $2.

From Page 8
years. She has also been
a part of the BGSU (Jame
and Anime Music Ensemble
(G.A.M.E.) that performs
annually at Ohayocon.
Vendors tour conventions
across the country and look to
the attendants as their main
source of income.
"Ninety-five percent of our
income comes from the people willing to support us at
animecons," said Kit Weeks,

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

•
••-..-
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BG gymnasts focus on beam
for Sunday meet with Kent
By Becky T*n«r
Senior Reporter

Freshman Megan Valentini
said focusing on beam this
weekend will "definitely help
For B(! women's gymnastics, the improve competition."
"It helps us think about (comroad to becoming a "dream team"
petition) the same as practice, like
begins wilh its "beam loam."
After Sunday's disappoint- having the same mentality," she
ing balance beam performance said. "You've got to bend your
against Ohio Slate and Western knees, stay as tight as you can and
Michigan, coach Kerrie Reach do whatever you can to not fall.
said the beam is an event the Once you start wobbling you can
team is succeeding al In the gym start freaking out and mess up
your whole routine."
but not in competition.
The beam team uses iPods
"You have to do a lot of repetitions on beam. It's not really an with a specific song each gymevent that you can lake time off," nast has chosen as their "beam
she said. "And getting a consistent song." Valentini does her routine
lineup will bi' really important... to" Fearless," by Taylor Swift.
"I hey mentally go through their
having some of the injuries and
people in and mil has made it routine with their music and when
it is lime for competition I tell them
kind of difficult to have consis
tency in our lineups."
Beach said the learns focus on
the beam will hopefully make
that eveni more consistent than

it has been. She said I he coaching
staff has put the beam leain in
high-pressure situations to complete their routines.
"They need to learn how to
handle ihings. if they're a little
bit off. they'll lie able to save their
[routines)," she said.

to do their routine to the song to tall
back on," she said. "If they get nervous ... Ithey can) use the rhythm
of the music to their advantage."
Beach said while the focus of the
week was on beam, the team will
also be working on other events.
"We had other mistakes last
weekend. There were some steps
on vault and no one really hit all
See GYMNASTS | Page 10

BYRON MUCK l MRGNUVS

OFFENSIVE SURGE: Freshman forward Chad Surmion pushes the pud into Lale Superior territory last weekend

Falcons fly to WMU
BG looks to continue recent success against high-powered Broncos
By Ryan Satkowiak
Assistant Sports Editor

UUMNPOFF

make something good happen."
The Broncos are led by a coach
in his first season wilh Ihe team in
There may he no greater surprise Jeff Blashill. I le was named coach at
in the Central Collegiate Hockey WMU a week before Bergeron was
Association than the Western introduced at BG and has his team
Michigan Broncos
playing wilh confidence.
After finishing last in the confer"Ile^an attention todetail guy, he's
ence last season, the Broncos sit at an expectations guy... and that has
fourth in the standings this year and translated to wins and now they're a
are No. Hi in the country.
confident hunch,'' Bergeron said.
They present a tough challenge
The Broncos head into this set ies
for the Falcons (8-18-2, 3-15-2 with momentum after sweepCCIIA), who will look to build on ing Northern Michigan last weekthe momentum of Saturday's vic- end. For their efforts in the series.
Broncos' players Chase lialisy
tory against Lake Superior.
"We feel that they have always (offensive) and Mall Tennyson
been a talented team who has (defenseman) were named CCIIA
maybe found a way to shoot players of the week
themselves in the foot a little
While the Broncos have made
bit," coach Chris Bergeron said. waves on the Ice this season.
"Now they're not wailing for Bergeron made them oil'the ice earsomething bad to happen, I hey lier this week when hi' announced

IHEBGNEWS

CONCENTRATION: Megan V.ilontini competes on lire balance beam during last weeks meet.

BG men look for fourth straight

All-Anderson Team to be

win, host Broncos on Saturday

honored as BG hosts BSU

BG News Sports Staff

After starting the season wilh eight
straight losses to Division 1 teams,
the men's basketball team has posted a 10-3 record and are currently
riding a three game win streak.
Wednesday night the Falcons'
success continued as they defeated
Northern Illinois 7;i-70. despite the
Huskies attempting a wide-open ,'tpoint attempt as time expired.
While a missed 3-pointet
secured the victory, it was the
Falcons' zone defense that gave
NIU difficulty all evening.
"Give credit to Bowling Green, they
understand how to play and are a

FACEBOOK
Become a Facebook fan

disciplined team," said NIII head
coach lticardo I'atton. "Anytime
you play against a zone you have to
make shots and we just didn't make
enough plays."
BG will look to improve upon thai
success Saturday afternoon when
the host Western Michigan at 5 p.m.,
Ihe second game of doubleheader
wilh the women's team.
In addition to trying to
improve upon a three-game winning streak in Ihe Mid-American
Conference, BCi is also putting
a six-game winning streak in
Anderson Arena on the line, as
they haven't lost in the "House
that Roars" since Dec. 8.

BG News Sports Staff

The All-Anderson Team, including Lauren l'rochaska. will be
honored during pregame ceremonies when Ihe BG women's
basketball team hosts Ball StateSaturday at 2 p.m.
BCi is coming off a light game
at Northern Illinois on luesday.
winning 67-64.
Lauren l'rochaska scored six
points in the final .it) seconds
as the Falcons avoided their
first three-game skid in the MidAmerican c inference since 2007.
"There's a very thin line
between winning and losing

2009 in the MAC: Tournament
Championship.
The Falcons are 18-4 overall
this season and 6-3 in the MAC.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

TWITTER
Follow BG News sports on Twitter

and our kids have found mil
recently that 1 .-• very, very easy
in this conference in gel beat
right now," said BG coach Curt
Miller. "I here - such good basketball in this league. It's been a
tough go in the west,
"ihe wi'si is much more physical and athletic than ihe east,
and we're getting pounded on
ihe boards."
Hi. defeated Hall Suite last
season, 811, (i. and hasn't
lost to the Cardinals since

that ihe season-long arrangement
of having two starting goaltenders
would no longer be in effect as of
this weekend.
The goaltenders have been told
lhat our Friday-Saturday thing is
noi going to continue," Bergeron
said. "It is going to be who is
playing better and who we, as a
coaching staff, feel gives us the
hesl chance lo win.
"lit could still happen] that both
will play in a weekend, so we're not
going lo paint ourselves into any
corner and I think that a little competition is healthy."
Thel-'alconsleadtheall-timeseries
with Western, 76-49-5. Recently. BCi
has had great success against the
Broncos, to the tune of a (KM record
their last It) meetings.
Both games this weekend are
scheduled to begin at 7t35 p.m.

Women's
soccer signs
nine to NLI
8G News Sports Staff

BG women's soccer coach Andy
Richards has announced the
addition of nine student-athletes
10 the program.
Lindsay Adshade (Dekalb,
UMDeKalb), Kaylee Draper
(I'errysburg, Ohio/I'errysburg),
Ashley Ciarr (Goodrich. Mich./
Goodrich).I.esliellennylLitiU.PA./
Manheim Township). Sidney Huth
(Lebanon, Ohio/Lebanon). Keara
See SOCCER I Page 7

TENNIS

Hemegan earns award

Fakons in action this weekend

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

BG womens basketbal player Maggie Hemegan

The BG tennis team will travel to Michigan

department on Facebook Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

has been named to the Capital One Academic

State today for a matchup with the Spartans,

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.

Al-District First Team Hennegan graduated in

followed by a home contest with Cincinnati

Sports" to become a fan

www.twrrter.com/bgnewuports

August 2010 with a perfect 4.0 GPA

on Saturday.
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
The BG News Picks of
ihe Week is back for the
Super Bowl between the
Pittsburgh Steelers and
Green Bay Packers The
pickem regular-season
may be over, but bragging
rights are still on the line.

Who wins

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

©
PAUL BARNEY

RYAN SATKOWIAK

SEAN SHAPIRO

BECKY TENER

Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

Web Editor

Managing Editor

Green Bay. 21-17

Pittsburgh, 27-24

Green Bay. 24-21

3 4 2
1 2 8 6 4
7 1
i

2
3

Green Bay. 54-3

1
Game winning
points scored

Which team
scores first

Donald Driver hauls in
a catch in the back ol
the endione

Mason Crosby Wd goal
as time expires

BG grad Shaun Suisham
banks a 36-yard field goal
off the right upright as
time expires.

A safety Really, is there any
other way7

Shaun Warn puts the
Steelers on the board with a
field goal on Pittsburgh's first
drive ol the game

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh, a defensive score, guessing a piox-6 as Aaron Rodgers gets
blown up on a hit in the first quarter

Green Bay Pittsburgh never
saw them coming and its name
comes first in the alphabet

Green Bay

Green Bay

Both teams will turn the ball over
twice.

Which team turns
the ball over more

Pittsburgh I hope that slimy
excuse for a quarterback throws
60 interceptions

2
9 7
6 8

6

5
1

,
Fearless prediction

Aaron Rodgers. who
throws for a touchdown
and rushes for another.

AJHawkmakesthedefensiw
pbyofthegamewithapck-o

no one saw coming

Aaron Rodgers

Brett Favre steals the
Lombordi Trophy from Mike
McCarthy during the postgame ceremony

Rashard Mendenhall. after
running for two touchdowns
and 174 yards, including a
crucial carry or two on the
game-winning drive

Diyral Briggs. Yay! BGSU
grad1 Roll Along!

11 have completed a full order
of Polyeyes chicken-stuffed
breadsticks by the end of the
trurcl quartet. That s rigl«. all six

A streaker11 would love this.
Streaking has become a lost
art. probably something to
do with increased security

Nichols adds six to
men's soccer program
BG News Sports Staff

B(i men's soccer coach Eric
Nichols announced the addition of six student-athletes to
the program.
Five of the six — Dan
Baialdi, Alex BechtoL Tony
Homo, Jim kuhmerand NiCO
Oliverio — have all signed
National Letters of Intent and
will join the Falcons this fall.
In addition. Gaetano
Panuccio, is enrolled at BGfor
the spring semester and will
have two seasons of eligibility
remaining after transferring
from Untgers University.
"In this recruiting class,
we had very specific needs
and we set our sights high."
Nichols said. These are
players who have set very
high goals for themselves,
and we are honored that
they have chosen to come
to Howling (ireen to make
those goals a reality."
Beraldi, a 5-foot-10 midfielder, was a three-time AllFederal League selection for
the Polar Bears at Jackson
High School in Canton, lie
finished his career with 47
goals and 36 assists, including a school-record 21 goals
as a senior.
Bechtol, a (s-foot defender, was a four-year varsity
starter and two-year captain
for Olentagy High School in
(ialena, ()hio. where he was an
All-Ohio Capital Conference
First Team selection. Bechtol

alsoplaycdwiththet Columbus
Crew Soccer Academy.
Boerio is a 5-foot-10 midfielder who holds the singleseason and career records
for goals, assists and points
at Pickertngton North High
School in Pickertngton,
Ohio. Boerio also played
for the Columbus Crew
Soccer Academy.
Ktimher, a 5-11 defend
er from Conestoga Valley
High School in Lancaster.
Pa„ earned regional AllAmerica status in his senior
season after helping the
team to sectional championships three times in his
career. Kumher also was
a two-time first team allstar for CVHS.
Oliverio, a fi-fool-9 midfielder and defender from
Nohlesyille. Ind.. is currently playing club soccer
for Indiana United Academy
after earning all-state secondteam honors as a senior. I le
was also an F.SPN RISE Ball
State All-Star in 2010.
Panuccio. a fi-foot-l forward, played in a total
of 20 games for Rutgers,
making 13 starts as a
freshman in 2008.
During that year he scored
fivepoints.intiudingapairof
game-winning goals against
nationally-ranked UC Santa
Barbara and Louisville.
B(i went 6-9-3 this season,
losing to Western Michigan
in the MAC Tournament.

From Page 6
Lydon (Cranberry Township,
Pa./Seneca Valley), Ken/.ie
Schlemitz (Dublin, Ohio/
Dublin Coffman), I.indsey
Thompson
(Cincinnati,
Ohio/Seton) and llailey
Yondo (Caledonia, Mich./
Caledonia) have all signed
National Letters of Intent
and will suit up for the
Falcons this fall.
"We are very excited that
these nine young women
have chosen to commit
their futures to.the BGSU
soccer program," Richards
said. "We look forward to
getting to work with them
upon their arrival on campus in August."
Adshade, a defender and
midfielder, is a four-year
starter who led her team to
the regional finals in each
ol her first three seasons. In
2010 she was named the allarea player of the year.
Draper, a defender, cocaptained
the
Yellow
lackets her senior season,
helping them to a district
championship and a trip to
the regional finals.
(iarr, a midfielder, played
her club soccer mainly with
the Michigan Hawks, which
she has helped win five state
championships for.
Hennyi a midfielder, was
named to ihe Lancaster
U'banon Section 1 All-Star

First Team last year and will
captain her team this spj ing,
Huth. a forward. \MIS a fouryear starter and set a single
season record lor goals as
a junior, but then broke it
as a senior. She finished her
career with 83 goals.
Lydon, a goalie, was a
four-year starter at Seneca
Valley High School where
she helped her team to a 5912-3 record during those four
years. In her career, lydon
had 30 shutouts and an (>.%
goals-againxt average
Schlemitz. a defender and
midfielder, was a four-year
starter at Dublin Coffman
High School where she
helped the team to (he district finals as a freshman and
sophomore, and earned tUs
trie! championships as both
a junior and senior.
She played club soccer
for Ohio Premier, helping
that team to the 2004 and
2007 US Club State Cup
Championship.
Thompson, a midfielder and a forward, earned
All-Girls Greater Catholic
League Second-Team honors as a senior after scoring seven goals and adding
eight assists.
Yondo.
a
midfielder,
earned all-conference, alldistrict, all-region and allstate honors as a senior. She
was also a team captain for
both her high school team
and her club team, Ihe
Grand Rapids Crew Juniors.
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Swimmers head to MSU
By Mall Nye
Reporter

Ihe Falcons are back into the
pool tonight on a trip up In
East Lansing. Mich., to take on
the Michigan State Spartans.
tonight's meel will starl
at:..
Ibis will be the last meel
ol ihe season for Ihe I alcons
who ate recently comingofl
a tough los>, to rival Toledo
List Fridaj night.
BG (3-3,1-3 Mid-American
Conference) is living to finish the regular-season with a
winning record.
Ihe last lime tin- I .ill ons
Were in the ••tali- ol Michigan
they had an Impressive fin
ish in the Eastern Michigan
Invitational where they fin
ished fourth, HG is i 2 on ihe
toad this season and will rryto
gainsome momentum before
their trip down to Athens Ii ir
the MAC Championships

later this month.
So fai in 2011 the I alcons
have a record of 1-2 I hej
have lust theii two io.nl
meets toToledo and Eastern
Michigan, with their one
umi • inni
nighl
here ati
Pool againsl
Cleveland State
Sophomore Alexis Kain
and junioi \ K ky Yu have
dominated II is yeai in their
event! Kain competes in
breasl itroki events, while
Yu competes in the butterfly events I he) have swept
then event! in a dual meel
three times so
son and will look to continue
their dominance
rhis will serve as son ol a
springboard foi the Falcons
as they will head lo the MAI
Championships later this
month. I hat is what th
has been leading up to. to
haw
.ing ai the
championships.

A Full Weekend of Bowling Green Athletics
It rough I to you by BGRSO:

w

Hockej a Western Michigan
imi.i i-M \\ uc.i i
Friday Nisht (7:00 I'M prcgame. 7:35 face off)
Saturday Night <^:iiu PM prcgame, 7:3S fai, "Mi
Women'! Basketball vi. Ball State
(HH.I KM WIK.ll)

Saturday Afternoon d:.*s I'M pregamo. 2:00 up)

w

Men's Basketball >-. Wcntern Michigan
yVFAL Ealcon Radio

Satnrday Aftern

> (4:.»5 I'M prcgame, 5:00 lip)

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

Great Selection of
Houses £r Apartments
in Good Locations]
Available for 2011-2012
• We have Bfliciencies. I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
• In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are ihe same price.
»In most eases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in renlal office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC
319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green. OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 lo 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 lo 5:00

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

SATURMY, FEBRUARY S
LAW FJUCOJfS n. Ball State - 2:00pm
FALCON MEN n. Western Michigan - 5:00pm
Come out this Saturday for Women's Alumnae Day! The Lady Falcons play
Ball State at 2:00pm with the Women's All-Anderson Team being introduced
before the game. The first 1,000 fans will receive a Women's All-Anderson
Team poster so come out as we honor several Falcon greats! BE THERE!

B77.BGSU.TICKET
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BG gymnasts focus on beam
for Sunday meet w'rth Kent
By Backy Tanar
Semoc Reporter

For BG women's gymnastics, the
road to becoming a "dream team"
begins with its beam team."
After Sunday's disappointing balance beam performance
against Ohio State and Western
Michigan, coach Kerrie Beach
said the beam is an event the
team is succeeding at in the gym
but not in competition.
"You have to do a lot of repetitions on beam. It's not really an
event that you can take time off,"
she said. "And getting a consistent
lineup will be really important ...
having some of the injuries and
people in and out has made it
kind of difficult to have consistency in our lineups."
Beach said the team's focus on
the beam will hopefully make
that event more consistent than
it has been. She said the coaching
staff has put the beam team in
high-pressure situations to complete their routines,
"They need to learn how to
handle things. If they're a little
bit off. they'll be able to save their
|routincs|," she said.

Freshman Megan Valentini
said focusing on beam this
weekend will "definitely help
improve competition."
it helps us think about [competition! the same as practice, like
having the same mentality," she
said. "You've got to bend your
knees, stay as tight as you can and
do whatever you can to not fall.
Once you start wobbling you can
start freaking out and mess up
your whole routine."
The beam team uses iPods
with a specific song each gymnast has chosen as their "beam
song." Valentini does her routine
to "Feariess," by Taylor Swift.
"They mentally go through their
routine with their music and when
it is time for competition 1 tell them
to do their routine to the song to fall
back on." she said. "If they get nervous ... (they can] use the rhythm
of the music to their advantage."
Beach said while the focus of the
week was on beam, the team will
also be working on other events.
"We had other mistakes last
weekend. There were some steps
on vault and no one really hit all
See GYMNASTS | Page 10

BYRON MACK I THfKGNtWS
OFFENSIVE SURGE: Freshman forward Chad Sumsion puslies the pud into Lale Superior territory last weekend

Falcons fly to WMU
BG looks to continue recent success against high-powered Broncos
make something good happen." that the season-long arrangement
The Broncos are led by a coach of having two starting goaltenders
in his first season with the team in would no longer be in effect as of
There may be no greater surprise Jeff Blashill. I Ie was named coach at this weekend.
"The goaltenders have been told
in the Central Collegiate Hockey WMU a week before Bergeron was
Association than the Western introduced at BG and has his team that our Friday-Saturday thing is
not going to continue," Bergeron
playing with confidence.
Michigan Broncos.
"He'san attention todetail guy, he's said. "It is going to be who is
After finishing last in the conference last season, the Broncos sit at an expectations guy.., and that has playing better and who we, as a
fourth in the standings this year and translated to wins and now they're a coaching staff, feel gives us the
best chance to win.
confident bunch," Bergeron said.
are No. 16 in the country.
"lit could still happen that both
The Broncos head into this series
They present a tough challenge
for the Falcons (8-18-2. 3-15-2 with momentum after sweep- will play in a weekend, so we're not
CCHA), who will look to build on ing Northern Michigan last week- going to paint ourselves into any
the momentum of Saturday's vic- end. For their efforts in the series, corner and I think that a little comBroncos' players Chase Balisy petition is healthy."
tory against Lake Superior.
The Falcons lead theall-ti me series
"We feel that they have always (offensive) and Matt Tennyson
been a talented team who has (defenseman) were named CCHA with Western, 76-49-5. Recently, BG
has had great success against the
maybe found a way to shoot players of the week.
While the Broncos have made Broncos, lothetuneofa6-3-l record
themselves in the foot a little
bit," coach Chris Bergeron said. waves on the ice this season. their last 10 meetings.
Both games this weekend are
"Now they're not waiting for Bergeron made them off the ice earsomething bad to happen, they lier this week when he announced scheduled to begin at 7:35 p.m.
By Ryan Salkowiak
Assistant Sports Editor

LAUREN POFF

lit! IT. NEWS

CONCENTRATION: Metjan Valentini competes on the balance beam during last week's meet.

BG men look for fourth straight

All-Anderson Team to be

win, host Broncos on Saturday

honored as BG hosts BSU
BG Naws Sports Staff

BG News Sports Staff

disciplined team," said NIL! head
coach Kicardo Patton. "Anytime
After starting the season with eight you play against a zone you have to
straight losses to Division 1 teams, make shots and we just didn't make
the men's basketball team lias post- enough plays."
ed a 10-3 record and are currently
BG will look to improve upon that
success Saturday afternoon when
riding a three-game win streak.
Wednesday night the Falcons' the host Western Michigan at 5 pm,
success continued as they defeated the second game of doubleheader
Northern Illinois 73-70. despite the with the women's team.
Huskies attempting a wide-open 3In addition to trying to
point attempt as time expired.
improve upon a three-game winWhile a missed 3-pointer ning streak in the Mid-American
secured the victory, it was the Conference, BG is also putting
Falcons' zone defense that gave a six-game winning streak in
N1U difficulty all evening.
Anderson Arena on the line, as
"Give credit to Bowling Green, they they haven't lost in the "House
understand how to play and are a that Roars" since Dec. 8.

FACEBOOK

The All-Anderson Team, including Lauren 1'rochaska, will he
honored during pregame ceremonies when the BG women's
basketball team hosts Ball State
Saturday at 2 p.m.
BG is coming off a tight game
at Northern Illinois on Tuesday,
winning 67-64.
Lauren Prochaska scored six
points in the final 30 seconds
as the Falcons avoided their
first three-game skid in the MidAmerican Conference since 2007.
"There's a very thin line
between winning and losing

TWITTER

and our kids have found out
recently that it's very, very easy
in this conference to gel beat
right now," said BG coach Curt
Miller. "I here 9 such good basketball in this league. It's been a
tough go in the west.
"The west is much more physical and athletic than the east,
and we're getting pounded on
the boards."
BG defeated Ball State last
season, Bo li. and hasn't
lost to the Cardinals since
2009 in the MAC Tournament
Championship
The Falcons an 18-4 overall
this season and 6-3 in the MAC.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Women's
soccer signs
ninetoNLI
BG Naws Sporls Staff

BG women's soccer coach Andy
Richards has announced the
addition of nine student-athletes
to the program.
I.indsey Adshade (Dekalb,
Ill./DeKalb), Kaylee Draper
(Perrysburg, Ohio/Perrysburg),
Ashley Garr (Goodrich, Mich./
Goodrich),LeslieIIenny(Lititz,PA./
ManheimTownship),SidneyHuth
(lx-'banon, Ohio/Lebanon), Keara
See SOCCER | Page 7

TENNIS

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

Hemegan earns award

Falcons in action this weekend

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

BG women's basketball player Maggie Hemeoan

The BG tennis team will travel to Michigan

department on Facebook Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

has been named to the Capital One Academic

State today for a matchup with the Spartans,

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.

AJ-District First learn. Hemegan graduated in

followed by a home contest with Oncinnati

Sports" to become a fan

www.twHttr.com/b91wwfsports

August 2010 with a perfect 4.0 GPA

on Saturday.
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK

THEBGNEWSSUDOKU

The BG News Picks of
the Week is back (of (he
Super Bowl between the
Pittsburgh Steelets and
Gieen Bay Packers. The
pick'em regular-season
may be over, but bragging
rights are still on the line.
PAUL BARNEY

RYAN SATKOWIAK

SEAN SHAPIRO

BECKY TENER

Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

Web Editor

Managing Editor

3 4 2
1 2 8 6 4
7 1

7
2
7

3
Who wins

Green Bay. 21-17

Green Bay, 54-J

Pittsburgh, 27-24

Green Bay. 24-21

1
Game winning

Donald Driver hauls in
a catch in the back ol
the endzone.

Mason Crosby field goal
as time expires

ShaunSuisham puts the
Steelers on the board with a
field goal on Pittsburgh's first
drive of the game.

Pittsburgh

po* i ti scored

Which team
stores first

Green Bay

Green Bay

BG grad Shaun Suisham
banks a 56-yard field goal
off the right upright as
time eipires.

A safety. Really, is there any
other way?

Pittsburgh a defensive score, guessing a pick-6 as Aaron Rodgers gets
blown up on a hit in the first quarter

Green Bay. Pittsburgh never
saw them coming and its name
comes first in the alphabet

Both teams wil turn the ball over
twice.

Which team turns
the bal over more

Pittsburgh I rope thatstmy
excuse for a quanerback throws
60 interceptcns

6 8

2

3

5
9 7 1
6 8

5
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.
Fearless prediction

Aaron Rodgers, who
throws for a touchdown
and rushes for another.

Ai Hawk makes the deferew
playoflhegarnewithapick-6.

no one saw coming

Aaron Rodgers

Brett Favre steak the
Lombardi Trophy from Mib
McCarthy during the postgame ceremony

Rashard Mendenhall. after
running for two touchdowns
and 174 yards including a
crucial carry or two on the
game-winning drive

Diyral Briggs Yay! BGSU
grad! Roll Along!

III have completed a full order
of Polye/es chcken-stuffed
breadsticks by the end of the
third quarter That's right all six

A streaker11 would love this
Streaking has become a lost
art. probably something to
do with increased security

Nichols adds six to
men's soccer program
BG News Sports Staff

BG men's soccer coach Eric
Nichols announced the addition of six student-athletes to
the program.
Five of the six — Dan
Baraldi, Alex Bechtol, Tony
Boerio, Ion kuhmer and Nico
Oliverio — have all signed
National Letters of Intent and
will join the Falcons this fall.
In addition, Gaetano
Panuccio, is enrolled at BG for
the spring semester and will
have two seasons of eligibility
remaining after transferring
from Rutgers University.
"In this recruiting class,
we had very specific needs
and we set our sights high,"
Nichols said. "These are
players who have set very
high goals for themselves,
and we are honored that
they have chosen to come
to Bowling Green to make
those goals a reality."
Beraldi, a 5-foot-10 midfielder, was a three-time AllFederal League selection for
the Polar Bears at Jackson
High School in Canton. He
finished his career with 47
goals and 36 assists, including a school-record 24 goals
as a senior.
Bechtol, a 6-foot defender, was a four-year varsity
starter and two-year captain
for Olentagy High School in
Galena, Ohio, where he was an
All-Ohio Capital Conference
First Team selection. Bechtol

alsoplayedwiththeColumbus
Crew Soccer Academy.
Boerio is a 5-foot-IO midfielder who holds the singleseason and career records
for goals, assists and points
at I'ickerington North High
School in Pickerington,
Ohio. Boerio also played
for the Columbus Crew
Soccer Academy.
Kumher, a 5-11 defender from Conestoga Valley
High School in Lancaster,
Pa., earned regional AllAmerica status in his senior
season after helping the
team to sectional championships three times in his
career. Kumher also was
a two-time first team allstar for CVHS.
Oliverio, a 5-foot-9 midfielder and defender from
Noblesyille, Ind., is currently playing club soccer
for Indiana United Academy
after earning all-state secondteam honors as a senior. 1 le
was also an ESPN RISE Fall
State All-Star in 2010.
Panuccio, a 6-foot-l forward, played in a total
of 20 games for Rutgers,
making 13 starts as a
freshman in 2008.
During that year he scored
five points, includinga pairof
game-winning goals against
nationally-ranked UC Santa
Barbara and Louisville.
BG went 6-9-3 this season,
losing to Western Michigan
in the MAC Tournament.

First Team last year and will
captain her team this spring.
I luth. a forward, was a fourFrom Page 6
year starter and set a singleI.ydon (Cranberry Township, season record for goals as
Pa./Seneca Valley), Kenzie a junior, but then broke it
Schlemitz (Dublin, Ohio/ as a senior. She finished her
Dublin Coffman), Lindsey career with 83 goals.
Thompson
(Cincinnati,
Lydon, a goalie, was a
Ohio/Seton) and Hailey four-year starter at Seneca
Yondo (Caledonia, Mich./ Valley High School where
Caledonia) have all signed she helped her team to a 59National Letters of Intent 12-3 record during those four
and will suit up for the years. In her career. Lydon
Falcons this fall.
had 30 shutouts and an 0.96
"We are very excited that goals-against average.
these nine young women
Schlemit/.. a defender and
have chosen to commit midfielder, was a lour-year
their futures to the BGSU starter at Dublin Coffman
soccer program," Richards High School where she
said. "We look forward to helped the team to the disgetting to work with them trict finals as a freshman and
upon their arrival on cam- sophomore, and earned dispus in August."
trict championships as both
Adshade, a defender and a junior and senior.
midfielder, is a four-year
She played club soccer
starter who led her team to for Ohio Premier, helping
the regional finals in each that team to the 2004 and
of her First three seasons. In 2007 US Club State Cup
2010 she was named the all- Championship.
area player of the year.
Thompson, a midfieldDraper, a defender, co- er and a forward, earned
captained the Yellow All-Girls Greater Catholic
Jackets her senior season, League Second-Team honhelping them to a district ors as a senior after scorchampionship and a trip to ing seven goals and adding
eight assists.
the regional finals.
Garr, a midfielder, played
Yondo, a midfielder,
her club soccer mainly with earned all-conference, allthe Michigan Hawks, which district, all-region and allshe has helped win five state state honors as a senior. She
championships for.
was also a team captain for
llenny. a midfielder, was both her high school team
named to the Lancaster and her club team, the
Ixbanon Section 1 All-Star Grand Rapids Crew luniors.
It lakes "S>,000 cotx to supply <te tVf~L
*>ilfc eno<.ftr> feta'{.,-, for a
ufaor'» supply of footballs
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Swimmers head to MSU
By Mitt Ny«
Reporter

The Falcons are back into the
pool tonight on a trip up to
East [ansing, Mich., totakeon
the Michigan Stale Spartans.
Tonight's meet will star)
at 5.
This will be the last meet
of the season for the Falcons
who are recently coining oil
a tough loss to rival Toledo
last Friday night
BG (3-3.1-3 Mid-American
Conference) is trying to tin
ish the regular-season with a
winning record.
The last time the Falcons
were in the state of Michigan
they had an impressive tin
ish in the Eastern Michigan
Invitational where they finished fourth. BG is 1-2 on the
road this season and will try to
gainsnme moment urn before
their trip down to Athens h ir
the MAC Championships

latei lliis month.
So far in 2011 the Falcons

have a record of 1-2. 1 he)
have lost theii two mad
meets to [bledo and Eastern
Michigan, with theii one
win coming on senior night
hereatCoopet Pool against
1 leveland State,
Sophomore Alexis Kaln
and junioi Vicky Yu have
dominated this year in their
events, Kain competes in
breaststroke events, while
Yu competes in the butterfly events. They have swept
their events in a dual meet
three times so far this sea
son and will look to continue
their dominance.
This will serve .is sort of ;i
springboard lor the falcons
as they will head to the MAI
Championships later this
month. Thai is what the year
has been leading up lo. lo
have a good showing at the
championships.

A Full Weekend of Bowling Green Athletics
Brought to you by BGRSO:

w

Hockey 11 Western Michigan
(8K.I FM WBGI1)

Friday Night (7:011 I'M pngtnU. 7:.»5 race-off)
Saturday Nighl (7:011 I'M pregame, 7:3S taii-nfO

Women's Bask.lhall vs. Bull Mate(8H.I KM WBdU)
Saturday Afternoon (1:33 I'M pregaBie, 2:011 lip)

w

Yai^Bk Men*' Basketball %«. Wi-stci n Michigan
IrJT
WFAI. Falcon Radio
*—* Saturday Afternoon (4:.»S I'M pl-CgaMM* *:1M) l*p)
All ganu-« can he heard on
«Hw.bgrso.org.

ft x\ VACN JBBJBk
A_X~3 ■■■■■■■v"^'

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Great Selection of
Houses £f Apartments
in Good Locations}
Available for 2011-2012
< We have Efficiencies. I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
• In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
■ In mosi cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental lisling available on-line and in rental office.
WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY'

—( JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.}—
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 8

hAWf FALCONS n. Ball State - 2:00pm
FALCON MEM n. Western Michigan - 5.-0 0pm
Come out this Saturday for Women's Alumnae Day! The Lady Falcons play
Ball State at 2:00pm with the Women's All-Anderson Team being introduced
before the game. The first 1,000 fans will receive a Women's All-Anderson
Team poster so come out as we honor several Falcon greats! BE THERE!

077.AGSU.TICKET

AGSUFALC0NS.COM

BOUNCE BACK TICKET DEAL
1 TICKET - 2 GAMES
A

WE

AS

THE PULSE

GOT SOMETHING TO SAY TO YOUR VALENTINE?
Submit an anonymous postcard dedicated to your
secret crush or significant other to the BG News and
you could see it in our special Valentine's Day issue.
Submit it to 210 West Hall, Attn: Matt Liasse.

fnday Febnja[y4 20l, 8

College | Chemistry
Couple met at Black Swamp Festival,
and married after graduation

African-American alums get hitched
quickly after receiving separate degrees
By Alexandria Clark

By Alexandria Clark

Pulse Reporter

Pulse Reporter

From meeting each other in a math program
during previous summers before high school
in Detroit to having weekly dates at Campus
Corners to a study night in Thurstin Manor's
apartment, turned a couple from ninth
grade to Falcon Flames.
Demetrious and Rhea Broiighton
graduated from Bowling Green
State University last spring and
got married three months later
on August 15 at BG Alliance
Church by Pastor Malt
PardifromII20.

While bands were playing jazz, local artists
were selling their paintings, people were
eating from tons of concession stands and
children were getting their faces painted.
two students never thought catching each
other's eyes at the Black Swamp Festival
in 2006 would bring them together four
years later as Falcon Flames.
larell and Delia Potts graduated from Bowling Green State
University in the spring of
2009 and got married June

SeeBROUGHTON|Page9

SeePOTTS|Paqe9

Different organizations offer
events for African Americans

MEDIA
REVIEWS
to

Compiled By Daniel Williams

"THE BEGINNING"

Pulse Reporter

Artist | BLACK EYED PEAS

The Black Intellects Group

I he Black Intellect Group came
to be in 2001. Former University
President Dr. Sidney Kibeau wanted to create a group that would
encourage the intellectual development of the young black men of
the University. The group started
oil with small meetings once a week
tt> discuss issues facing young black
male students. TodayB.I.G. is an
officially recognized student organization of BGSU.
Black Intellects Group has biweekly programs ranging from
black issues in the immediate community to national issues. They
have a weekly mentoring program
in order to carry out a mission
of intellectual development and
improving black male retention
rates at the University.
During Black I listory Month B.I.G.
believes intensified collaboration
and congregation amongst other
organizations at the University is the
goal. They are hosting their annual "Black Male Leadership Series,"
which is a week of fun. information-

"THE GAME"
TV SHOW

ALBUM

OTHER B.I.G. HOSTED PROGRAMS TO LOOK OUT
FOR DURING BLACK HISTORY MONTH INCLUDE:
" M IK Dav Celebration" though the Day of Service has
Bassed. BIG recognizes the month of February as Black
istory Month as will be collaborating with Black Student
Union on an event to honor MLK's passion for black
advancement.

"Black Man Stand Up" is a night filled with speakers
and testimonials to discuss common struggles, and how
those individuals may have overcome them. This event is
designed to encourage and build black male bond and a
strong community feel.

"Men's Think Tank" is an event/game that is designed in
the likes of a jeopardy which tests the BGSU community
black history skills, we are collaborating with the men of
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, and Latino Student Union to
bring this fun game night around.

CONTACT BIG PRESIDENT CARL ROWLAND FOR
MORE INFORMATION. CR0LAND9BGSU.EDU

See B.I.G. | Page 9
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WHAT ZACHGASE THINKS:

WHAT DANIELLE RICE THINKS:

When ihe Blacl Eyed Peas were announced as

After being canceled for two years. "The

performers at Super Bowl XLV. I was surprised and

Game" returned Jan II with the premiere of

confused
Surprised because this is the first time since the

The show was dropped by The CW in 2009 and

notorious 'wardrobe malfunction' at 2004s Super

was picked up early last year by BET The show

Bowl XXXVIII. that a current popular artist had

was heavrfy promoted but the Highly anticipated

its fourth season

ihe opportunity to perform at the btg game And I

premiere laded its previous luster

was confused because it was the Black Eyed Peas

The show was packed with too much drama and

Really? I understand that they are extremely popu-

little comedic relief This has left fans to wonder

lar group, but they have no business performing
at such a venue The past performers have been-

whether BET can successfully revive the canceled
sitcom Last season viewers could refy on the

Bruce Spnngsteen. The Who. Paul McCartney and

show to provide comedy but this season, produc-

Tom Petty

ers are taking the show in a serious direction,

These ate btg time rock stars, who have packed

which could spell disaster

stadiums for well over 20 years.

In past seasons the show focused more on the

And where is most of the Black Eyed Peas music

relationship between characters Melanie and

being played' Dance clubs

Derwin. with characters like Jason and Kelly Pitts

It is extremely obvious that they are looking

supporting the two leads. However, this season we

to fill dance floors with then sixth album. "The

see different characters emerging, which is both

Beginning." a sequel to their 2009 electro dance-

a good and bad thing. Hosea Chanche* who por-

heavy The E.N.D."

trays the character Malik Wright has evolved and

On 'The Beginning" BEP have completely

brings forth too much drama for the show, at least

abandoned their hip-hop roots (to categorize

for thirty-minute episodes

them in the hip-hop genre would be an insult

In the past three episodes. Malik fought a cop. slept

to any lover of rhymes and breakbeats) for the

with his manager's wife and had sex with his best

electro dance sound

f nenefs girtfnend. Malik's anogant character ts noth-

Lead single. "The Time (Duly Bit)" opens the

ing new but producers have made his personality

album, with a heinous interpolation of "Dirty

overbearing to the pent of irritation

Dancing's" "(I've Had) The Tme of My Life' The

Malik's best friend Tee Tee (Barry Floyd) is another

See WAS I Page 9

Local rapper applies many
art talents in performance

HTTP//IMAGESTVRAGE COM/SHOWS/

See GAME | Page 5

Local Bowling Green students meet in
Columbus for annual anime event
Ohayocon is a three-day event to celebrate common Japanese culture

By Troy Chamberlain

BySMphanRaad

Pulse Reporter

Pulse Reporter

('-ardboard robotics will combine with
hip-hop rhymes and recording electronics for a local rapper's video shool
at a 1 lowards Club-I I concert tonight.
Howling Green Resident Mark
Miller, 24, has long been involved in
many art forms. The earliest reaches
of his recollection. Miller said, have
always involved him experimenting
in one form of expression or another.
In 2009 Miller even displayed some
works of his visual art in a stand at the

It's not everyday that you walk
down a hall, see Sailor Moon
and Pikachu and do not question
your surroundings. However, in
Columbus, thousands of anime
and video game fanatics dress up
and meet at Ohayocon.
Ohayocon is an annual, threeday event at The Greater Colu mbus
Convention Center. Vendors, both
local and national, meet to sell
their own brands of Japanese culture and fans come to buy these
items, dress as their favorite characters and take part in various

See MILLER | Page 5
lit '')' PBOUI'IN

events during the weekend.
The act of dressing up as characters
from animes or video games is called
cosplaying and the University has a
few cosplayers that go to Ohayocon
every year. Sophomore Brittney
Gnepper has taken part in cosplaying and various photoshoots for the
past four years. Each custom made
costume takes up to three months of
preparation, said Gnepper.
For some, including Gnepper,
their everyday fashion choices are
influenced by Japanese culture.
"I will still dress different in public," said Gnepper. "I don't mind
when they give me looks on campus, but I'm not going to carry a

five-foot prop around though."
Besides cosplaying and buying
merchandise, many people look
forward to celebrity panels and Q
and A's. This year's guest of honor
was actor Christopher Sabat, voice of
various characters on Dragonball Z
and Trinity Blood. Along with Sabat
was Monica Rial voice of I lello Kitty.
Other events at the animecon are
video game competitions and concerts. Sophomore Candy McConnell
has been a participant in various
Dance Dance Revolution and Guitar
Hero competitions in the past eight
See ANIME | Page 5
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THIS WEEK IN BG
Idol' hopeful back at the Cla-Zel

Supercross stars take over Huntington Center

"American Idol" season nine contestant Luke James will be performing at the

Stars of supercross will be at the AMA Arenacross Series at the Huntington

Cla-Zel this Saturday at 7 p.m. Tickets cost five dollars. He will also be sharing

Center. The show will include the best up-and-coming riders in the world.

the stage with special guest Katie Monroe. According to clazel.net, there will

Tickets are available at Ticketmaster outlets. Three different shows will be held

also be a "short 4-5 song acoustic demo" available as well.

Friday at 7:30 p.m., Saturday at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday at 10 am

k

"If I had a daughter, I wouldn't
want her listening to a Nicki

MinajCD."-NickiMinaj

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

■■■■
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THIS WEEK IN ENTERTAINMENT:

The death of JDilla
affects hip-hop and
Black History Month

SHEEN STAYS HOME. CONTINUES REHAB

Charlie Sheen is in rehab, but is receiving help at his home. After his public partying with porn stars and cocaine, Sheen voluntarily checked into rehab, sending his hit show Two and a Half Men" on hiatus. Since then, ex-wife Denise
Richards urged him to seek more help and his father Martin Sheen is looking to
gain conservatorship over him. CBS is currently shifting their schedule to cover
the absence of the show. The network released a statement saying, "any immediate programming or financial implications pale in comparison to his long-term
health, safety and well-being."

Feb. 7 has been dubbed "Dilla Day," to
celebrate the life of a hip-hop hero

THE WHITE STRIPES

ByZ*chG*M
PJse Columnist

The White Stripes band members Jack and Meg White say there are a "myriad
of reasons" the band has decided to no longer record songs together. The
band says the biggest reason is to "preserve what is beautiful and special about
the band." The band is most known for their song, "Seven Nation Army." Jack
White has other projects including the bands The Dead Weather and The
Raconteurs.

Jay-7. said it best on the first
bar of what was supposed to
be his last album, 2003s "The
Black Album': "They say they
never really miss you 'til you
dead or you gone*
This has been a common trend in music, that
I've noticed for years, especially hip-hop. Hip-hop has
always been extremely active
in showing support to their
fallen brethren.
There have been so many
prominent members of the
hip-hop community that
have left us in the past few
years: Guru (of Gangstarr). 01
Dirty Bastard (of Wu-Tang
Clan). PimpC (of UGKI, Proof
(of 1)12) and so on.
But one death in particular has affected me
more than others: lames
"I Dilla" Yancey.
To be completely honest
with you, the only time I've
seen I Dilla's name before
his death was skimming the
liner notes of albums from
Talib Kweli and Common.
But I still remember Feb. 10.
2006 vividly.
I was 16 years old. and
was eager to gain as much
information about my budding interests in hip-hop as
I could, so I would daily visit
a message board (Muiyplayer.
which was started by drummer/produccr^uestlovcofmy
new favorite band, The Roots.
Then Feb. 10 came. I came
home after school like I did
any other day to see what my
fellow Okayplayers were talking about that day and then
1 see a post tilled "I have losl
a good friend" from a poster
mimed Black Thought, who
is The Roots' emcee, although
he has never posted on
Okayplayer.
In his post (which would
later appear on The Hoots'
tribute song to Dilla. "Can't
Stop This") he said:
"As I write these words, my
tears splashing the keyboard.
I reminisce on the times I've
shared (with) Dilla, never
without that signature smile
and head bouncing to the
beat, and finally understand

GOSSIP GIRL GRABS ATTENTION FROM GUYS
AskMen's 2011 list of the Top 99 Most Desirable Women, an annual
list started in 2001, is led by "Gossip Girl" star Blake Lively. The star
was No. 85 on the list last year, which is decided by five million votes.
Scarlett Johansson, Anne Hathaway, Mila Kunis and Leighton Meester
also made the list.
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their first date after (heir
BROUGHTON after
first high school homecom-

things did not work out for
Demetrious to attend college
ing parade.
in Michigan.
"We went to a secluded spot
"Rhea told me to take a
on a hill and just talked, cud- chance and apply to BG to
dled and enjoyed each other's see what happens; 1 applied
company," Demetrious said. and the rest is history," he
At the end of that time, I knew said. "BG brought us closer
I wanted to be with her...It together because coming
feels wonderful to be able to from Michigan, we were all
continue life with the same we had. BG brought a lot of
woman I have known since I trials and new situations our
was 14."
way and despite the hardAfter dating throughout ships, we overcame them."
high school the couple was
BGSU brought the couple
soon to go on their separate closer together during the five
paths to college.
years and they learned how
Khea already had plans to survive together — even
to leave Michigan and was learning how to deal with the
accepted to the University, stresses of both being resiand Demetrious had plans to dent advisors.
attend a college in Michigan.
"1 wanted to marry her
But after weeks of waiting. because after going through

From Page 8
After Demetrious came
back wilh sparkling grape
juice, he started with a speech
about readingabookand how
the author said if he had to go
on a journey in life, the only
person he would want wilh
him was his wife.
"And at midnight. January
23 he got down on one knee,
and transitioncd the speech
to "Will you be my Wife?" 1
felt like my whole world just
froze," Rhea said. "I was able
to choke oul yes" before I
cried out of sheer happiness
and for being speechless."
Hut 10 years ago the
Broughtons' flame started

"I was nervous that some- I'm excited to have kids and at their wedding — Delia
thing would go wrong but encourage them to go to BG." surprised larell with his own
they brought it out. 1 got
But while larell was try- Falcon cake made by one of
down on one knee, and just ing to survive classes his first the groomsmen.
prayed she would say 'yes,'" year at the University, the
The Potts have l-'alcon spirlarell said.
thought of meeting his wife it, and hope to continue it
"1 was so excited. 1 wanted still surprises him; while with their children someday.
to marry him because he is Delia, on the other hand, was
"1 cannot wait to have kids
an amazing man and we can hoping to find her match.
and take them to BG," Delia
be ourselves around each
"I was hoping to find some- said. "It will definitely be
other, and it helps that he one that shared the goals and a family tradition to make
desires that 1 do and 1 mar- trips up there,"
was cute too," Delia said.
The Potts said it was love at ried my best friend," Delia
The Potts bought a house
first sight.
said. "We just have so many in
Reynoldsburg with
"When I first saw her she great memories of Bowling their dog named Ziggy.
hail nice curly hair and was Green and it will be part Delia is an elementary
very pretty. I just introduced of our lives always, half of special education teachmyself and made some small our wedding party was BG er in Pickerington, while
talk," larell said. "It's crazy alumni."
larell works for a state
because it seems so long ago
In addition to having the government agency called
that we met but it feels like majority of their wedding Rehabilitation Services
my life started when we met. party as falcon was present Commission.

POTTS
From Page 8

IO,2010LnPiqua.Ohto
Alter daling for two and a
half years, larell decided it
was time to progress to tile
next step in their relationship in I )ecember 20011.
"I knew she was the one
when we came back From our
service trip lo Neu( )rleans at
the end of the fall 'OK semes
ter," larell said. "We just
connected on that trip and I
knew then she was the one.'
larell proposed al Bravo, an
Italian restaurant in Akron.
lie gave ihe restaurant's
staff the ring to bring it out
with a dessert.

B.I.G.
From Page 8
al, educational and uplifting events for black males.
Topics include discussions
about graduation, resume
criiiquing. mock interviews
and more.
Precious Stones
Precious Stones is an organization on campus dedicated to uplifting and unifying
allwomenontheUniversity's
campus. According to Vice
President Simone Swanson,

college with her and all the
things that we faced, I knew
I needed her in my life. It was
then that we began to mature
and our relationship did too,"
Demetrious said.
"He was faithful, funny,
always loving, and overall,
the only person thai I wanted
to be with. I knew that early
on and 1 knew those feelings
I was not leaving for anyone
or anything," Rhea said.
Now the couple lives
in Westland, Michigan;
Demetrious
works for
llarman Becker Automotive
Company as a software
engineer and Rhea works for
Wayne State University as an
instructional assistant.

the group's mission is to
build the overall character
of all members involved in
order to produce the best
women possible.
Through
workshops,
group activities, community
service projects and meetings, Precious Stones deals
with the issues most relevant
today," Swanson said.
For the month of February
Precious Stones will celebrate Black History Month
by providing members
and supporters with facts
about various inspirational
women throughout history.

These facts will be sent via
e-mail sporadically from the
group's historian. In addition to sharing educational
facts, they are planning collaboration with HUE which
is the African-American
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Trans-gender organization
on campus. Finally Precious
Stones will be hosting their
second annual fashion show
"Welcome To The Madhouse,"
which highlights women
with curvy shapes. The event
is Friday, Feb. 19.
Contact Precious Stones'
Vice President Simone

From Page 8
current chart topper, is followed by an
even bigger crime on mustc with "Light Up
the Night"
'Light Up the Night' samples Ski Rids
1988 classic. "Children's Stoty" which has
been covered and sampled numerous of
times, but never in such a disrespectful

after their death.
RIP. I Dilla.

Room") And 1 even regulaHy le visit Will

heavily intoxicated at a bar. maybe the
4-count 808-kick dium featured on basi-

lams 2007 excellent solo album. "Songs

cally every song wouldn t sound so bad.

About Girls."

But when you're sober as a bud. listening

But honestly "The Beginning" is unforgiv-

to music on your laptop speakers, it just

ably bad

sounds awkward

The pioduction is fiBed with lary synths

I don't like mercilessly bashing an afcum

and bland drum programming WUIe the

like this, but this is an album that is so

vocals are plagued with aulotune it makes
Kanye West's "808s & Heartbreak" sound

unrelentingly bad It's not that the songs

like a stripped down MTV Unplugged

live with that because I can ignore them

are uiKreatrve or boring oi bland. I can

and expletive manner.

performance

Bui this album is loud in your face and

Honestly I've never been a big fan of BEP

The songwriting is lazy and cheesy, with

annoying

tracks like "Love You Long Time* and

I wish them the best of luc k at the Super

but I've never completely loathed them
like I do on (his disc.

"X0X0X0* Yes. those are actual titles of

Bowl and hope they make it so more

I've enjoyed a lew of their past hits ('Don't

songs on this album, and yes. they are as

contemporary artists will be able to

Lie* and "Where rs the Love?*), and I've

bad as their tides indicate.

perform at the venue But I certainly wont

always believed Will 1am to be an excel-

Now I understand that this is muw that rs

be heartbroken if I happen to miss their

lent beat maker (see: NaV "Can't Forget

specifically played in a club, and if I were

performance at half time

From the age of thirty, humans
gradually begin to shrink in size.

NEED TIRES?

TIREMAN. THE LOWEST OUT THE DOOR TIRE STORE

About You" and John Legend's "Save

PEAS

the true meaning ut passion'
Tears splashing on his
keyboard? If you've ever
heard a Roots song, you
know Black Thought is not
the emotional type; he's
the type that crushes weak
emcees with his ferocious
flows and aggressive lyrics.
But here he was admittedly crying on the Internet to
thousands of fans over a loss
of a producer who I barely
recognized in my favorite
rappers'shout out lists.
I felt ignorant. I low come
this man has had such an
impact on the hip-hop community without me having
hardly any knowledge of
who he was?
During the final years of
high school, I continued to
grow as a music lover and
a hip-hop bead. Over those
years, I Dilla was instrumental (excuse the weak pun) in
my explomtii >n of t he genre.
Although
he
never
achieved the fame 01 even
the wealth thai a musician of
his caliber rightfully should
have, his impact on hip-hop
music was irrefutable
1 lis legacy lives on through
the countless beat makers
who have been influenced by
his unmatched ability on the
Mlt: including the likes of fellow Detroit beat miners Mr.
Porter and Black Milk. Madlib.
and even one of the biggest
names in music, kanyc West
has In some way emulated
Dilla's style.
Ibis Monday would have
been his 37th birthday bad
he not passeil away five
years ago from complications of Lupus.
Feb. 7 has been dubbed
"Dilla Day" by the hip-hop
community for the past lour
years, and it has always been
a personal tradition of mine
to play every I >illa track I have
and force my friends to listen
to it too.
So this year for black his
tory month, let us remember
some of our fallen heroes
in the hip hop world (or
just music in general) that
maybe didn't get the respect
and love they deserved until
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Fix
Trade and field to compete in South Bend The Daily Crossword
brought to you by
I

BG News Sports Staff

After earning eight wins out
of 15 events at last week's
Tom Wright Classic, the BG
track and field team will
hit the road this weekend
for the Meyo Invitational in
South Bend. Ind.
The two-day meet begins
today and will continue
through Saturdayand consists
of seven other Mid-American
Conference schools, including
Ball State, Central Michigan.
Eastern Michigan, Kent State,
Miami. Ohio, Toledo and
Western Michigan.
Other teams competing
will he Indiana, Louisville
and I'enn State, who are
ranked 20th, 23rd and 25 in
the nation, respectively.
Michigan, Michigan State,
Minnesota and Purdue will
also he in the field.
Today the l-alcons will compete in events such as the high
jump, long jump and weight
throw. Track events include
the distance medley run,
5,000m run and the preliminary runs for both the (iOm
dash and tSOm hurdles.

GYMNASTS
From Page 6
their routines so we were
missing some l hings here and
there." she said. "We just need
to keep improving as the leason progresses."
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ACROSS
1 Part of the deal
5 Little pieces, idiomatically
10 Benevolent group
14 Great Plains tr.be
15 "Amazing!"
16 House leader during Bill's presidency
17 Soundly defeat by cheating?
20 Henri's health
21 Critical

22 Lummox

TURNING THE CORNER:

«Congertacesaheadolthepacllastseason

BG is 0-2 in the MAC! and
hasn't beaten Kent since
2002, but Beach said the
team is more ready to meet
its new goal of surpassing
the 192-point mark than
beating Kent.
"We're not really going to
worry about what Kent is

going to do, we're going to
focus more on fixing our
mistakes,'' she said. "This
team is ready to go out and
compete. They are very
determined."
The Falcons will face the
Golden Hashes at 2 p.m.
Sunday in Anderson Arena.

24
25
32
33
34
35
37

Maker ol the LX 150 scooter
Gloomy Cuban?
Photo tinish?
Birthplace ol seven presidents
Dnve off
Ardor
Grade that describes this puzzle's theme
40 "James and the Giant Peach"
writer
41 Iroquois enemies
43 Start ol a Our ante refrain

Mortar carriers
Handle for a little shaver?
Animal, vegetable or mineral
Unsettled one?
Head-siapperS cry

6 Scoreboard initials
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7 "How adorable!"
8 Big name in dairy
9 Sports logo since 1972
10 Like cameos
11 Lascivious
12 Title river in a 1957 film 42 Meager
that won seven Oscars 44 words after play or
13 Eyelid malady
(or
16 Latin lover's declaration 47 idie
19 Stock term
23 Saudi royal name
24 Talking Heads song
"Sax and
25 Missed out, maybe
26 Met tragedy, perhaps?
27 It merged with
Piedmont in 1989
28 Playful bile
29 Swiftly
30 Jacket style popular
with '60s rockers
31 Words that lead to
nothing?
36 Educated
38 Game based on crazy
eights
39 Card in 38-Down

45 Olympics participant since
1992, to the IOC
46 Discerning pub competilor?
50 Cheerios
51 Music store section
52 Martyred first bishop ol Paris
55 Notable early student ol Bela
59 What loving couples
exchange?
63 _ a leu: French gun
64 Carnival dance
65 Unite alter a break, in a way
66 Caring
67 Magazine lor horse owners
68 Sherpa's sighting

48 Where GOOG is
traded
49 Canine mascot
of the National
Fire Protection
Association
52 Badlands Natl Park
site
53 Dustin's "Tootsie"
costar

54 Denounce
56 Wine partner
57 Down but not out
58 Piedmont wine
region
60 Bird in the bush?

61 _ Dhabi
62_Tafari
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 18 STRAIGHT YEARS

PISnN€LLO'S| SKABOUT
PR SPECIALS!
203 N. Main K2E?
$6.50 Minimum

coupon menu at
„ Ib e our.pisanellos.com

30

Open Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fri. • Sal. • Sun.
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

BG

iBARTENDING1 up to S300/day
No exp necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174.

Park Maintenance Specialist
City ol Bowling Green
Parks and Recreation Department
Salary range S12 48-S13 00/hr
Hourly. FT position responsible
tor assisting Facilities Coordinator
and/or Maintenance Coordinator
with ensuring that park grounds.
buildings and sports facilities are
properly maintained Prepares
facilities tor rentals, cleans
restrooms and buildings: operates
equipment, maintains grounds:
prepares athletic fields, checks
mechanical pool operations;
prepares lor special events: and
performs other related duties as
assigned Experience and
Education High school diploma
orequivalent.certilication/licenses
include First Aid/CPR. Certified
Pool Operator: one to six months
relevant experience; valid
Ohio Driver's License Excellent
Iringe benetits Qualified persons
must complete an application that
is available in the
Personnel Department of
the City ot Bowling Green.
304 N. Church Stteet.
Bowling Green. OH 43402-2399
Resumes alone will not be
considered Phone 419-354-6200
web www bgohio org
e-mail BG.PersQnnel@bgghioorg
Copies ot the complete job
description will be provided to
applicants The deadline for
making application is 4:30pm,
February 11,2011. AA/EEO

1 BR apt, 854 8th St. S400/mo +
elec w/ S400 security dep
No pets Call 419-392-3354

3 BR, 1 1/2 bath townhouse. 3 ml
from campus, newly remodeled.
$725/mo tutil, call 419-708-9981

1. 2 & 3 BR apts by on Manville.
next to water tower
Call 419-352-5239.

3BR apt, near campus/downtown
S950/mo. utils incl. avail 08/2011.
Call 419-352-5882.

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3. M-F.
www.BGApartments.com

11-12 sy. lew nouses remain,
next to campus. 419-353-0325
also see CartyRentals com
Also 1 S 2 BR apts. avail. 1/1/11.

3BR apt. S. College, newly
remodeled, pet triendly. $775/mo.
Call 419-708-9981

NEWS
Classified Ads

419-372-6977
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Services Offered
Campus Quarters Carryout
Across Wooster Irom Harshman.
Only store to sell Carryout
Ice Cold Beer. Wine.
Liquor & More until 2:30am!
Campus Quarters Sports Bar
4 Pool Tables. Digital Jukebox.
Indoor Cornhole. and More!
Great Drink Specials all weekend!

Help Wanted
"ARE YOUR FRIENDLY
AND OUTGOING?"
TruGreen Needs You!!
S$SALARY($40tVwk)
♦ FULL BENEFITSSS
FULL TIME ONLY
Entry Level-SALES
Inside and Outside
Sales Responsibilities
GOOD COMMUNICATION
SKILLS NEEDED.
No Exp Needed- Paid
Training-Work 12-9PM
•"•CALL KRIS TODAY
419-874-1945
or Submit Application
at TrugreenToledo.com""

Awesome summer |Ob in Maine!
II you're looking 10 spend this
summer outdoors, have tun while
you woik. and make lifelong
Iriends, then look no lurther.
Camp Mataponi. a children's
summer camp has positions
available in Land Sports
(lacrosse, soccei. basketball, soltball. volleyball, held hockey).
Waterfront (sailing, canoeing.
waterskiing. lite guarding. WSI.
boat drivers). Ropes Course.
Tennis. H B Riding. Arts & Crafts.
Theater. Dance. Gymnastics.
Video. Photography. Nurses.
Maintenance. Cooking and more.
Top salaries plus room/board S
travel provided Call us today at
561 -748-3684 or apply online at:
www campmataponi.com
Telephone Interviewing, PT,
No Sales. Relaxed Atmosphere
Flexible Scheduling Some days.
Mostly Evenings & Weekends.
In Perrysburg Call 419-874-5842.
Immediate Direct Care
Openings in Perrysburg.
BG & Portage!
For those who love to interact
with people, demonstrate their
creativity and deal with something
Iresh, different and challenging
every day. this is the |Ob lor you!
Wood Lane Residential Services.
Inc is hiring full time, part-time &
subs for all positions to assist
adults with developmental disabilities with daily living skills in a
group home setting S9-$13.167hr
based on exp. Positions require
High School Diploma 01 GED S
valid drivers license and acceptable driving record (lor driving
positions only) & pre-employment
background screening.
Obtain application from WLRS,
545 Pearl St. Bowling Green,
Mon-Fn. 8 00am-4 00pm
Or download an application at:
www.woodlaneresidentlal.org.
EOE

For Rent
• 3/4 bedroom, t bath apt,
recently updated, small pets ok
619 High St. Call 216-337-6010.
1 room etlic. shared bath,
co-ed only, turn, avail 7/15/11,
3BR house, avail Aug 15. 2011,
large 3BR apt. avail August 1st.
Call 419-601-3225.

2 BR- 404 1/2 S College
S675/mo ♦ utilities. A/C, W/D incl.
Avail Aug Call 419-352-4850
2 BR apt. hall block Irom BGSU.
$600/mo. elec & gas incl, unlurn.
Avail 5/5/11-5/10/12.
Call 419-601-3108.
2, 3 & 4BR apts and duplexes,
Scott Hamilton, 4th & 5th St.
Avail May & August 2011.
Pets welcome Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-4456
wwwrutterdudley.com
2BR house, near campus,
S750/mo, avail 08/2011
Call 419-352-5882
2BR upper duplex, parking incl.,
avail May 1st. S475/mo ♦ elec
Immaculate! Call 419-654-5716
3 BR house. 404 S. College.
$625/mo plus utll.
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850.
3 BR house.unlum.139 S College
S990/mo. inclds gas, dep. req.
Avail. 5/15/11. year lease.
Call 419-348-3134

4 BR house. 1st block of Manville,
May to May lease.
Call 419-352-5239.
4 BR house, large LR. 2 decks.
$1100/mo + utils. Avail June,
call 419-654-5716
5BR, 5 person house, all amenities, close to campus, $1100/mo.
Avail tor 11 -12 sy - year lease
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611.
AVAIL NOW / 300 E. Merry St
1 & 2 BR apt tree internet,
low as 199/mo. see CartyRentals,
all next to campus 353-0325.
Avail. August 2011. 3 BR houses.
excellent cond.close to BGSU:
812 3rd St - $800/mo.
832 3rd St - $850/mo
606 5th St - $800/mo
112 Clay S!-$800/mo.
118ClaySt-$950/mo.
218DillSt-S1.000/mo
3BR apt-443 N. Enterprise-$550.
1 BR apt -112 Ridge - S325/mo
Call 419-308-2456 lor more Info.
Cozy & quiet 1 BR w/ fireplace.
Avail June, $425/mo + elec.
Call 419-654-5716.

Large 1 BR. near campus.
Avail Fall 201 l,S475/mo,
utils incl. Call 419-352-5882.
Lrg 4BR house, 149 Prospect St.
W/D hook up. close to campus,
avail. July 15, $1100/mo +util,
Call 419-353-1556
May houses - close to campus:
145 4 248Troup-3BR,
201 & 1/2 S College-5 BR,
128& 1/2 S Summit-6 BR,
Call 419-308-0736 tor full listings

NEW REDUCED RENT!
HOUSES. HOUSES. HOUSES!
4BR houses w/ A/C. W/D.
208 Troup- $1050/mo,
835 Fifth St - $675/mo,
249 Manville-$1050/mo.
3BR houses:
227 S. College - $950/mo,
831 Fifth St - $675/mo.
419-352-6064, 500 Lehman.
www.lroboserentals.com
Room lor rent, S. College,
$3O0/mo, newly remodeled!
Call 419-708-9981.
Shamrock Studio Apts for lease
Semester leases, furnished.
We provide all util, cable. WiFi,
cats allowed Call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG com

YOU COULD GET UP
TO $9,999 FAST*
PAY NOTHING OUT OF POCKET
WITH A REFUND ANTICIPATION CHECK.
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Sanctum [R]

-1:50 -4:40 7:35 10:15
The King's Speech [R]
•4:10 7:00 9:50

BG IVILLAGE
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• Reduced Rate in
January/February 2011 •
• Apartments Available •
* Semester I,eases *
* Minutes from BGSU-*

No Strings Attached [R]
•1:45 -4:35 7:30 10:10

• Pet friendly community «* Heat included *

The Rite [PG-13]
•1:40 "4:30 7:20 10:05
The Green Hornet [PG-13]
•4:20 7:10 9:55

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located ai:
300 Napoleon Koad
in i(m\ liiiK (irocn

• NO PiSM S M0 CLASSIC UlPf IrSAfilrS
(Ma-mimiv * mm «fli caw* I tofctd WIK« atVt ^i-.

114 1/2 S. Main St.
117 1/2 N. Main St.
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ACCEPTANCE RATE 98%.
Never settle for less.1"

NT _S

"EXTRA, EXTRA''
READ ALL ABOUT IT!
First ten people
to sign a 12 month
lease receive a two
bdrmaptforaone
bdrm price!

Call or visit us now.
hrblock.com I 800-HRBLOCK
OJOIOHRB tax Group. Inc

ba»d on receiving a cheek m tie mad (torn the IRS Provided by H«R Block Bank, a federal wvmg* wn» membf FOIC
and jrMtionjl terms and condmons apply You muM meet *oal (equi'emenn <ot opening a bank account A Relund. AnucipattOO
Check is a tank detovi product, not a loan, and is
•«'—tted to the we ol your income ta< refund Normal tece*t time n B 1S days Tax
refunds can be obta ned without a Refund AntrCipati ' <-n*ck- * t0*n; 5? *""* l*w * '*« 'Wurns are election>ca»y 14ed wth direct
depovt At patictpating ott<es HSR Block Maine License Number fRA2

YEAR ROUND TAX SERVICE

lOtily mHit if signed before 2/28/n)

419.352-6335

200 S MAIN SI
PLENTY OF PARKING IN REAH
BOWLING GREEN. OH 43402

Phone: 419-352-9467
Mon-Fn 9:00 am to 9:00 pm
Sdt 9 00 em to 5 00 pm
Sun

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

419-352-5620

128 W. Wooster St.

H&R BLOCK*

www.newloverentals.com

10 00 am to 4 OOpm

• One bedroom
• All downtown
All different floor plans

